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PREFACE

Thia paper attempts to Investigate some untried
and rather speculative areas of accounting theory. Al
though the ideas which are presented in the following
pages are in one sense original, the underlying thoughts
incorporated within their structure are borrowed from
many sources and from many persons who have contributed,
directly and indirectly, to the economic welfare of
society during the past several hundreds of years. To
give credit to all of these persons would require a list
ing which, by its very length, would defeat its purpose.

The author wishes to express his deepest appreci
ation to Dr. A. J. Penz, chairman of his dissertation
committee, Dr. S. Paul Garner, Dr. Ralph M. Havens, and
Professor William H. Whitney who offered guidance through
suggestions and constructive criticism during the prepa
ration of this paper.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Obligations of Accounting Profession

Dependence on accounting profession.—The phenome
nal growth in size and complexity of business enterprises
during the past sixty years has created problems of fi
nancial reporting beyond the comprehension of the average
individual. As a consequence, the general public, not

being versed in the intricacies of financial record-keep

ing, rely more and more on the judgment and opinions of

professional accountants for useful and informative inter

pretations and analyses of financial data. This faith in
the accounting profession to report on the financial
results of business activities is an inherent part of our
social and economic structure and places a heavy respon
sibility upon the profession to assume the obligations of
researcher as well as practitioner.

Progress through leadership.—Marquis G. Eaton,
President of the American Institute of Certified Public
Accountants, in an address delivered before the Illinois
Society of Certified Public Accountants on June 7, 1957.,

1
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stated, in the opening paragraphs the magnitude of the
problem confronting the accounting profession when he
said:

1

Two sentences in particular stand out as the key
to the future prominence of the accountant as a profes
sional practitioner: "One thing that holds the economy
together under all these pressures, and in the midst of
this swift evolutionary passage through time, is our

Changi 
1957),

■'■Marquis G. Eaton, "Financial Reporting in a 
ing Society," The Journal of Accountancy (August, 
, P- 25.

We are living in an economy which is quite differ
ent from anything the world has known before. It is 
doubtful whether anyone now alive thoroughly under
stands Just what is happening to our economic system 
and what its future shape will be. Clearly an evo
lutionary process is going on—and at headlong speed. 
Pressures build up in various quarters and react upon 
each other, often in unpredictable ways.

One thing that holds the economy together under 
all these pressures, and in the midst of this swift 
evolutionary passage through time, is our system of 
financial reporting.

Financial reporting is simply the expression in 
terms of a common denominator of the whole complex 
network of elements which make up a business—land, 
buildings and machinery, raw materials, people at 
work, interrelated legal obligations—and, most im
portant, the results which they produce. Without 
adequate information about the results of business 
operations no one could make intelligent decisions, 
and our economy would fall apart.

Of major concern in financial reporting is the 
determination of profits. It seems hardly necessary 
to remind this audience why the methods of determining 
business profits are important.1
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and "Without adequate
Information about the results of business operations no
one could make intelligent decisions, and our economy
would fall apart." Thus, it is crucial to the economy
and the accounting profession that accountants supply the
information needed by managements, stockholders, creditors,
employees, and other interested parties.

The accounting profession has weathered severe
criticism several times during the past thirty years. A
general distrust of financial reporting followed the stock
market crash of 1929 and the McKesson & Robbins scandal of
1938. Whether or not this criticism was justified is not
a point in question. What is important is that many ac
countants recognized the need for improved procedures and
practices only after experiencing a serious threat to their
professional standing. Being content to follow is not in
keeping with the high standards and ideals of the account
ing profession; leadership through anticipating the needs
of business and developing new methods and procedures for
use by business, is the proper function of accountants as
individuals and as organized professional groups and
societies.

A great amount of work in this direction has been
done by committees of the American Accounting Association

system of financial reporting,"
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and the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants.
However, both groups have been handicapped by having the
memberships of their committees continually changing due

In spite of this handicap, both groups have con
tinued to show leadership in endeavors to make financial

But the fact thatreporting more useful and informative.
much progress has been made does not mean that all or
most of the problems of the accounting profession are being
rapidly s olved. On the contrary, it is quite possible that

economic and social changes are creating new problems as
3fast or possibly faster than old problems are being solved.

This condition is believed partly attributable to
the fact that most recent developments in accounting theory
and practice have been in the form of modifications or
alterations of existing concepts to fit changing economic
requirements. To remedy this situation, it has been
suggested that "development of accounting principles should

3Eaton, loc. cit., pp. 28-29.

to the pressing requirements of everyday business commit- 
2ments.

2Alvin R. Jennings, "Present-Day Challenges in 
Financial Reporting," The Journal of Accountancy (January, 
1958), p. 32.
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It is

with this idea in mind that this study is undertaken.

Purpose and Outline of Study

Purpose of this study.—Businessmen, accountants,
and economists have recognized basic shortcomings in the
postulates or concepts which are the basis of financial re
porting and have, from time to time, investigated various
techniques and procedures which might lead to more infor
mative and useful reporting of business activities. That
these investigations have not satisfactorily achieved their
purpose is evidenced by the many misunderstandings which
still surround financial reporting as it is practiced to
day. Many accountants believe that the best solution to
this problem of understanding financial reporting is to
teach the businessman and other interested parties the
limitations incorporated in the existing concepts and
practices of the profession. Other accountants believe in
ii . . a never-ending search for better and more refined

As the accounting profession has
progressed so rapidly during the past sixty years by the

^Jennings, loc. cit., p. 32.

^Eaton, loc. cit., p. 28.

be regarded as in the nature of pure research."^

methods of reporting the truth about the financial affairs 
5 of corporations.’
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application of a predominantly inductive approach to its
problems, it would appear unwise to succumb to deductive
reasoning to solve existing problems.

It has been said that "... accountancy and

This interrelationship between accountancy, statistics,
and economics is an important consideration in any analysis
of business conditions and activities. From an accounting
point of view, however, this interrelationship should be
expressed: statistics and economics are the inductive tools
of accounting research. Using this approach, this paper
will attempt to:

1. Contribute to a better understanding of the
limitations inherent in existing financial statements by
briefly outlining basic theory developments during the
past sixty years; and

2. Contribute suggestions towards the development
of an income recognition concept which might make financial
reporting more useful and informative to the wide variety
of persons presently interested in business activities.

^Richard Mattessich, "The Constellation of Ac
countancy and Economics," The Accounting Review (October, 
1956), p. 553.

statistics are the inductive tools of economic research."^
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Outline of paper.—This paper is divided into

three parts for purposes of analysis. Part I, composed
of chapters II, III, and IV, deals with the first ob
jective mentioned above. Chapter II reviews basic changes
in accounting theory during the past sixty years and ana
lyzes their influences on financial reporting. Chapter III
briefly outlines the accounting concepts and doctrines
which govern existing practices and procedures. Chapter IV
discusses the purposes and objectives of financial state
ments and the meanings of terms used in their preparation
and analysis.

Part II, comprising chapters V and VI develops a
new income recognition concept based upon inductive reason-

It should be pointed out at this time that this "new"ing.
income concept is new only in that it is an original group
ing of many ideas gathered from the writings of accountants
and economists who have benefited society as a whole with
their thoughts over the past two hundred years.

In approaching this study of income, it was ascer
tained that there are two ways of looking at income:

Economists, since

pp.
^Irving Fisher, The Nature of Capital and Income, 

121-122.

(1) in relation to the capital yielding it, and (2) in 
relation to the owners receiving it.^
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the time of Adam Smith, have used both approaches in their
investigations of economic phenomena. Accountants, on the
other hand, appear to have limited their theoretical search
for better techniques and procedures to the second approach.
In an attempt to investigate some of the more complex
problems facing the accounting profession, this paper uses
the alternative approach and analyzes corporate income
from the point of view of the capital yielding it.

Income, by necessity, must be measured as the
difference between two dollar amounts. In an economy that
has a monetary unit which varies in purchasing power from
time to time, income can be conceived of as being composed
of two elements. The first element pertains to the ef
fects of economic factors when an invariable measuring unit
is assumed. The second element pertains to the effects of
changing price levels. As these elements are of an en
tirely different nature, they are discussed in separate
chapters. Chapter V analyzes the changing value of money
and its effect on income determination. Chapter VI ana
lyzes other factors influencing income determination.

Part III, which includes chapters VII through IX,
discusses the application of the new income recognition
concept to accounting and financial data. Because of the
different nature of accounts included in financial reports,
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this discussion is divided under the following headings:
Chapter VII—Inventory Valuations; Chapter VIII—Account
ing for Other Capital Items; and, Chapter IX—Revised
Financial Statements.

A brief summary of the principal points developed
in this paper is made in a concluding chapter.



CHAPTER II

DYNAMIC ECONOMIC ENVIRONMENT

Challenge to Accounting Profession

Corporate entity involves society.—Accountancy
has been defined as ", . . the art of recording, classify

ing- and summarizing in a significant manner and in terms
of money, transactions and events which are, in part at

It is in the summarization and interpretation of
financial and accounting data that the accounting pro
fession has been challenged by changing social and economic
conditions during the past fifty years. Shortly after the
turn of the present century, the phenomenal growth of the
corporate business structure with its concentration of
capital and absentee ownership gave impetus to the need
for improved accounting practices which would reflect more

10

Committee on
. 1,"

■'•American Institute of Accountants, Cununl 
Terminology, "Accounting Terminology Bulletin No. 
Review and Resume, p. 9.

least, of a financial character, and interpreting the re
sults thereof."1
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Informative accounting data in financial reports. No
longer was the financial condition of the business enter

prise the concern of only a small group of owner-managers.

The public, as a potential investor, employee, or member

of the local community, now had a moral right not only to

accurate financial reporting but to financial reporting

that would not be misleading. To meet this broadened
social implication of business, the accounting profession,
through general acceptance of its practicing members, de
veloped many new techniques and procedures to augment the
principles which had formed the nucleus of the accounting
concepts and doctrines formulated over a period of several
hundreds of years.

Entity theory reflects shift in emphasis.— Prior
to the advent of the corporate form of business enterprise,
accounting theory had been limited to a proprietary theory
of accounts which in essence may be expressed in the
following terms:

pWilliam J. Vatter, "The Fund Theory of Accounting 
and its Implications for Financial Reports, The Journal 
of Business (July, 194?), p. 2. ..

Accounting records and statements are maintained 
and prepared from the standpoint of the proprietor of 
a business enterprise, and they are aimed at measure
ment of and the analysis of changes in the proprietor's 
'net worth'. In this scheme the assets are the 
proprietor's property; liabilities are the proprietor's 
debts; and the emphasis of accounting is focused upon 
profit—in the sense of accretions to the proprietorship that arise from the operations of the enterprise.^
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This continuity of interest characteristic of the
sole proprietorship and the partnership begins to break
down when profits are considered from the point of view
of owners who come and go as shares of stock are traded
or exchanged. Under the proprietary theory, the determi
nation of profit involves the measurement of the owner's
equity as increases or decreases between two points in
time. This relatively simple concept of profits becomes
unworkable under corporate proprietorship where numerous

Recognizing the need for an improved theory to
deal with the new corporate business structure, many ac
countants contributed suggestions which evolved into an
entity theory of accounting. The basic position of the
entity theorists has been expressed as:

investments are made at various times during the life of 
the business.

3lbid., pp. 3-4.

A. Paton and A. C. Littleton, An Introduction 
to Corporate Accounting Standards, p. 8.

The business undertaking is generally conceived 
of as an entity or institution in its own right, 
separate and distinct from the parties who furnish 
the funds, and it has become almost axiomatic that 
the business accounts and statements are those of 
the entity rather than those of the proprietor, 
partner, investors, or other parties or groups con
cerned
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This statement of the entity position, as well as
others, although reflecting a shift in emphasis, shows a
tendency to carry over into the entity theory the idea of
a proprietor even though it is an additional personality

Theory of stewardship.—The tendency to carry over
concepts applicable to the proprietary theory to the entity
theory can be attributed to the concept or theory of
stewardship which underlies most Security and Exchange Com
mission legislation and activity and which pervades all of
the auditing literature of the American Institute of Certi
fied Public Accountants.

This theory of stewardship or trusteeship is re
lated to the concept of management as a profession. As a
professional group, management is obligated to subordinate

their interest to the interests of those for whom they are

This principal-agent relationship isperforming services.

a legal concept which has been carried down through many
In recent years, however, a moral interpretationcenturies.

of the theory of stewardship has questioned the propriety
of the fiduciary duty of management which has not been ex
panded to take cognizance of the social implications

5vatter, loc. cit., pp. 4-5.

separate and distinct from the owners, creditors, managers, 
or other interested parties.5
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surrounding the corporate business entity. As this is a
matter of political philosophy and not of accounting
theory, no further consideration will be given to it in
this paper.

The progression from the proprietary theory to the
entity theory and the honest differences of opinion con
cerning a moral interpretation of the theory of steward
ship can all be attributed to the dynamic nature of a free
economy.

Increasing Uses for Financial Statements

Changing economic environment.—Many of the
problems facing the accounting profession today can be
associated with the rapid change in the structure of our
economy during the past sixty years. Prior to the turn of
the century, financial statements were of primary interest
to the owner-managers of business enterprises with possible
secondary interest to bankers or other lending agencies.
Under these conditions, the basic principles underlying the
proprietary theory of accounting were satisfactorily in
corporated in financial reporting. It should be noted that
with the exception of the doctrine of conservatism, only

"Dis-very broad concepts were in force prior to 1900.
cussions of proprietorship which went beyond the customary
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explanation of entries for capital invested, or withdrawn
or entries for closing profit and loss to capital were,

During the next thirty years, when accounting as
a profession was in its infancy, the emergence of the
corporate business structure, the passage of a Federal in
come tax law, a world conflict, a minor depression, and
the rise of labor unionism placed a terrific burden on
the profession Just to keep abreast of current require
ments . With many problems still unsolved, the accounting
profession entered the last thirty years of this era.
During this latter period, the profession was to be
further challenged by three more significant political
and economic events. The first event was the runaway
prosperity of the late twenties which brought financial
reporting to the attention of the general public in its
newly acquired role of investor. Closely following this
period of prosperity, the great depression of the early
thirties, with its numerous financial and economic crises,
left the accounting profession in particular, and the
business world in general, wondering about the adequacy

p. 165.
^A. C. Littleton, Accounting Evolution to 1900,

even in the nineteenth century, the exception rather than 
the rule.
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The third event, aof their fundamental principles.
second world conflict, resulted in an increase in regu
latory dictates concerning prices, profits, and reporting.
This rapid sequence of events ended with the accounting
profession facing the dilemma of choosing between the
modification of existing concepts or the development and
acceptance of new concepts which would not have the bene
fit of necessary tests of practical application before
adoption.

Most accountants chose the first alternative and
have concentrated their efforts toward modifying existing
concepts and doctrines to meet the emergencies of present
day practice.

Varied uses complicate financial reporting.—Dur

ing this sixty year period, the uses for financial state

ments and reports grew from multi-purpose reports to the

owner-managers and creditors of business enterprises to

single-purpose reports which would meet the needs of

stockholders, managers, creditors, investors and potential

investors, labor unions, taxing authorities, and other

Although this increased use of fl-interested parties.

nancial reports did not change the basic content of the
reports, it did require a shift in emphasis to satisfy the
diversified interests. That this shift in emphasis has
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However, the most serious conse
quence appears to be the lack of understanding of Just
what financial statements purport to reflect. Most ac
countants have little difficulty in understanding the
limitations of present day financial reporting. Other

users of financial statements, however, are openly

critical of some of the present accounting practices and

complain that ". . . financial reports prepared in ac

cordance with generally accepted accounting principles do

The accounting profession does not deny that it
would be very desirable to have financial reports which
would meet all of the requirements of the various users
of financial data. To achieve this result is one of the
primary objectives of the profession. However, any steps
taken toward accomplishing this task must consider practi
cality, uniformity, consistency, and many other accounting
doctrines and conventions or the resulting reports would

7chaunce 
Statement Uses,1, 
pp. 55-56.

8Ibid., p. 55.

ey A. Norton, "Accounting Principles Follow 
" N. A. A. Bulletin (February, 1958),

not been entirely satisfactory from all points of view is 

an acknowledged fact.?

not always present financial information in the most use
ful or informative fashion."8
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have less usefulness than those about which the criticism
is presently directed.

To understand the magnitude of this problem, a
working knowledge of existing generally accepted account
ing principles is believed mandatory.



CHAPTER III

ACCOUNTING PRINCIPLES AND CONVENTIONS

Generally Accepted Accounting Principles

Meaning of the term.—The term generally accepted
accounting principles is often seen in accounting litera
ture and heard in discussions of accounting theory and
practice. Just what are the accounting principles which
have been generally accepted by the accounting profession?
No list, as such, is available in any official publication
of any recognized accounting society or association. No
list, as such, is to be found in the laws of the Federal
government or of any of the various states with the ex
ception of isolated required procedures for certain
"regulated" enterprises.

The accounting profession, through years of

tt
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■41. A. Finney and Herbert E. Miller, Principles of Accounting, Intermediate (4th Edition), p. 117.

practical research, has built "... a framework or area
of well established accounting doctrine ..." based upon

. . certain principles which serve to produce account
ing results which are basically uniform and consistent."1
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From these accounting conventions and principles, basic
accounting concepts and doctrines have been derived as a
suggested guide for practicing accountants. In complying
with the thoughts and ideas incorporated within these
concepts and doctrines, accountants are encouraged to use
independent judgment. Under these conditions, financial

This limitation of financial reporting is often

pret financial data as being "exact" Ac
countants would be the first persons to agree that factual
statements would be most desirable if their compilation
were practical and possible under existing conditions. As
a matter of fact, it is towards this goal that most account
ing research is being directed. However, until improved
techniques and procedures can be developed, and proven by
practical application, to reflect more factual data in
financial reports, accountants will be required to inter
pret accounting concepts and doctrines to the best of their
individual opinions.

misunderstood by users of financial statements who inter- 
or "factual."

2Howard C. Greer, "Managerial Accounting—Twenty 
Years from Now," The Accounting Review (April, 195*0, 
p. 185.

statements as prepared today ". . . must be recognized as
othe products of theory, convention, and estimate."
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Institute position regarding rigidity of adherence
to principles.—The position of the American Institute of
Certified Public Accountants with regards to the rigidity
of adherence to accounting principles is stated in Para
graph 15 of Accounting Terminology Bulletin No. 1:

Continuing, Paragraph 16 defines accounting principles as
11 . . a general law or rule adopted or professed as a
guide to action; a settled ground or basis of conduct or

11 Paragraph 17 states that this definitionpractice . .

The right to independent interpretations of accounting
principles stated in Paragraph 15 is reiterated in Para
graph 18:

It is desirable that the accountant conceive of 
his work as a complex problem to be solved and of his 
statements as creative works of art, and that he re
serve to himself the freedom to do his work with the 
canons of the art consistently in mind and as his 
skill, knowledge, and experience best enable him. 
Every art must work according to a body of applicable 
rules, but it also must reserve the right to depart 
from the rules whenever it can thereby achieve a better 
result.

. . . comes nearest to describing what most accountants, 
especially practicing public accountants, mean by the 
word principle. Initially, accounting postulates are 
derived from experience and reason; after postulates 
so derived have proved useful, they become accepted as 
principles of accounting. When this acceptance is 
sufficiently widespread, they become a part of the 
generally accepted accounting principles which consti
tute for accountants the canons of their art.
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Interpreting these paragraphs leads to the con

clusion that although generally accepted accounting princi

ples are those concepts, doctrines, and practices which

have received the general approval of most practicing ac

countants, they are nevertheless permissibly deviated from

whenever, in the opinion of an individual practitioner, a

better result can be obtained.

No fault is to be found with allowing individual

accountants the right of independent interpretations of

financial data; on the contrary, independent analysis by

qualified practitioners is to be encouraged. However,
accurate comparisons between financial statements of
separate business entities becomes increasingly difficult
when discretionary deviations from basic principles are
permitted in the compilation of financial data. Ac
countants are cognizant of the limitations inherent in
financial reports and are able to adjust their analysis
accordingly. Other users of financial reports, who lack

pp.

Care should be taken to make it clear that, as ap
plied to accounting practice, the word principle does 
not connote a rule from which there can be no devi
ation. An accounting principle is not a principle in 
the sense that it admits of no conflict with other 
principles. In many cases the question is which of 
several partially relevant principles has determining applicability.3

3Accountlng Terminology Bulletin No. 1, loc. cit., 
10-11.
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technical knowledge or training, may not be aware of the
limitations and may be misled into making unsound eco
nomic and financial decisions. Although this condition
is not a responsibility of the accounting profession, it
behooves the profession to do what it can to improve the
situation.

This lack of ability to compare financial state
ments of different business entities is not a limitation
within the financial structure of a single business enter
prise where financial comparisons between different ac
counting periods are possible because of the doctrines of
consistency and full disclosure.

Doctrines and Concepts

Doctrine of consistency.—The doctrine of con
sistency requires that transactions be recorded and
classified in the accounts of a business enterprise in
the same manner from one period to another and that ac
counts or groups of accounts combined for reporting pur
poses be presented in the same way on the financial

It is quitestatements of successive accounting periods.

obvious that to do otherwise would prevent meaningful

comparisons of successive accounting presentations even

within the framework of a single business entity.
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Another important reason for insisting upon the

consistent treatment of financial data is to eliminate

as much as possible the intentional misrepresentations of

"Corporate managements havesome business managements.

been accused of resorting to inconsistent accounting

One safe

guard against this malpractice is the requirement that
public auditors include as part of their report or
certificate the statement that the financial statements
have been prepared ", . .in conformity with generally

sistent with that of the preceding year.
The doctrine of consistency is not to be inter

preted as meaning that the art of accountancy is a
static concept which permits of no changes in classifi
cation of accounts or of accounting policies and practices
within a given business organization. Continual improve
ments in the methods of recording and reporting financial
data require occasional changes in order that the ac
countant may more effectively present the financial

^C. Aubrey Smith and Jim G. Ashburne, Finaneial 
and Administrative Accounting, p. 79•

5American Institute of Accountants, Research De
partment, Audits by Certified Public Accountants, p. 17.

accepted accounting principles applied on a basis con- 
"5

practices in order to deceive investors, creditors, and 
others making use of financial statements.
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progress and. position of the business to interested
parties. However, whenever changes are made, it is the
duty of the accountant to report these changes and their
effects upon published financial statements in such a way
that the reader will understand the consequences of the
changes and will not be misled. This requirement to make
known any variations from the consistent treatment of ac
counting and financial data is one application of the
doctrine of full disclosure.

Doctrine of full disclosure.—In addition to the
above interpretation, the doctrine of full disclosure im
plies that the accountant should make known to all in
terested parties those facts which are required in reach-

"These facts are not limited toing an informed opinion.
matters of the past and the present, but, under certain

Thus, the
doctrine of full disclosure requires the accountant to
make known all material facts of a business nature
n . • not only for adequate disclosure of all financial

^Wilbert E. Karrenbrock and Harry 
mediate Accounting (Comprehensive Volume),

7lbid., p. 45.

Simons, Inter- p. 44.

facts but also for the presentation of such facts in a 
manner that will lead to their proper interpretation."7

circumstances, include matters relating to the future, 
either anticipated or actually accomplished.
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Doctrine of materiality.—Closely allied with the
doctrine of full disclosure is the doctrine of materiality
which requires the recognition of all items which are
material in amount, either as individual amounts or as a
total amount when similar items are classified under a
single category. The Committee on Accounting Procedure of
the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
states this doctrine from another point of view:

The interpretation of this doctrine is an indi
vidual matter and it is assumed that professional ac
countants will act in a manner which befits the high
ethical standards of their profession. This differenti
ation between material and immaterial amounts is necessary

at the present time in order to eliminate a great mass of

detail which might confuse and complicate the preparation

In the nearof useful reports and financial statements.

^American Institute of Accountants, Committee on 
Accounting Procedure, Restatement and Revision of Accounting Research Bulletins (No. 43),p. 9.

The committee contemplates that Its opinions will have application only to items material and signifi
cant in the relative circumstances. It considers that 
Items of little or no consequence may be dealt with 
as expediency may suggest. However, freedom to deal 
expediently with immaterial items should not extend to a group of items whose cumulative effect in any one 
financial statement may be material and significant.8
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future, however, the use of electronic computers will

sidered immaterial, without delaying or complicating fi
nancial reporting.

Doctrine of practicality.—The doctrine of
practicality is usually not stated as such but is implied
in almost all discussions of accounting theory and practice.
However, because of the importance of this doctrine, it is
believed advisable to list it as one of the generally ac
cepted accounting principles.

Simply stated, the doctrine of practicality re
quires that consideration be given to only those ideas,
techniques, and practices which are practical from the
standpoint of cost, benefits derived, and application.
Thus, suggested practices which are prohibitive with re
gard to cost of implementation or the results of which
are considered immaterial in relation to the problem at
hand are properly disregarded on the basis of being im
practical.

This doctrine, although relative to the circum
stances under consideration, in effect, modifies to some
degree all accounting concepts and doctrines. In addition,
practicality is of primary importance when consideration
is given to procedures and techniques employed in pre
paring financial and accounting data for presentation to

probably allow the consideration of many items, now con-
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Interested parties.

Many critics of present-day accounting practices

contend that financial statements do not reflect factual

data. Most accountants agree that many accepted practices
and procedures are not the best possible solutions to the
problems at hand but, nevertheless, they are the only
practical ones now known that are available for use. This
aspect of practicality is believed slighted in many eco
nomic discussions of business activities.

Doctrine of conservatism.—Another doctrine modify
ing all accounting practice is a traditional policy of

This doctrine has varied in degree of inconservatism.
tensity and application over the past sixty years. Today,
most accounting authorities agree that:

This sensible conservatism, however, has not al
ways been a governing influence on financial reporting.

80.

natives. ments.9

Conservatism in accounting reflects the thought 
that in applying judgment to an accounting question 
if there is a choice between two courses, that should 
be chosen which understates, rather than overstates, the net assets and results of operations. Con
servatism, as thus defined, is to be understood as the balancing factor only between permissible alter- 

It does not sanction dishonest understate-

^Robert H. Montgomery, Norman J. Lenhart, and 
Alvin R. Jennings, Montgomery's Auditing (7th Edition), 
P- "" ..... . .. ....'.. .
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A stricter interpretation of conservatism was employed in

earlier days when the great majority of financial reports

were prepared for creditors and individual owners. These

individuals considered it in their best interest to have
the financial position of a business, with the related
statement of income, shown in the poorest possible light.
No great harm resulted from this practice as long as the
users of the statements were familiar with the actual
conditions of the business in question. Today, however,

with the social implications of widespread public owner
ship of many business enterprises, the adherence to a
strict policy of conservatism results in financial report
ing that could be misleading. This condition leads to the

too many possibilities for inconsistency and arbitrary
application for it to be accorded much significance in

The cost concept.—One of the primary and basic
concepts included under the heading of generally accepted
accounting principles is the cost concept. Some writers
state this concept as the assumption that the proper

10George Hillis Newlove and S. Paul Garner, 
Advanced Accounting, Vol. I, p. 419.

conclusion ". . . that the doctrine of conservatism offers

carrying out the accounting process in the present-day 

business economy."10
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valuation of assets for accounting purposes is restricted
to the initial transfer or exchange price. This simple
interpretation of the cost concept, however, is not ap
plicable to many of the more complicated situations en
countered in everyday practice. To meet these emergencies,
a majority of the practicing accountants have accepted
practical modifications to the basic cost concept. Most
of these modifications have been in the form of assumed
flows of costs, depreciation methods, and inventory
pricing methods. Thus, while technically adhering to the
cost concept, an attempt to reflect economic conditions
in financial reporting has resulted in the practice of
showing some assets at cost less depreciation, cost ad-

A brief analysis of some of these modifications
is believed warranted to show that the broader inter
pretations of the cost concept have resulted in practices
which more closely reflect actual economic conditions. As

and

-’■■'•Smith and Ashburne, op. cit., p. 78.

12Cf. ante, p. 22.

stated previously, no one concept is completely independent 

from other generally accepted accounting principles12

,1usted for amortization, or cost or market, whichever is 

lower.11
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thus, many interpretations of the cost concept require
that consideration be given to the idea of matching costs
against the revenues earned during an accounting period.

This combination of concepts is evidenced by the
assumed flows of costs considered applicable under vari
ous business conditions. Seven possible criteria for
cost flow were listed by John W. Coughlan in an award
winning paper entered in the National Contest of the
Dynamic Equipment Policy Center at Illinois Institute of
Technology:

This

(1) The assumption that cost flow coincides with the 
physical flow of goods. This is designated as 
the ’Physical-flow criterion'.

-’■3John W. Coughlan, "The Guises of Replacement 
Costs," The Accounting Review (July, 1957)/ p. 435.

(2) The assumption that costs flow so that the re
sulting charge to income gives an income figure 
that reflects the change in disposable cash. This 
is referred to as the 'disposable-funds criterion'.

(3) The assumption that costs flow so that the result
ing charge to income gives an income figure that 
minimizes the variations in reported income from 
year to year. This assumption may be called the 
'stabilization-of-income criterion'.

(4) The assumption that costs flow so that inventories 
are carried at the lowest figure for which some 
Justification can be found. This is described as 
the 'conservatism criterion'.

(5) The assumption that costs flow so as to minimize 
the effects of inflation on reported income, 
is described as the 'inflation-suppression 
criterion'.

(6) The assumption that cost flow should be determined 
in such a manner that no 'unrealized' profits will 
be recorded. This is the 'unrealized-profits 
criterion'.

(7) The assumption that the cost flow should result in 
the appearance of replacement cost or current cost 
on the income statement. This assumption is described as the 'current-cost criterion'.^
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It should be pointed out that the choice of the assumed
flow of costs should be dependent upon the closest ad
herence to the matching concept as is possible and not
upon the ability of management to manipulate the derived
income figure to suit some ulterior motive. This point
is made very clear by the Committee on Accounting Pro

cedure of the American Institute of Certified Public Ac

countants in an official bulletin:

periodic income.14

The depreciation which is allowed as an expense
of doing business and as a deduction from the cost basis
of an asset through the use of a valuation reserve or
contra account, is an allocation of the cost of the asset

The determination of the usefulover its useful life.
life of an asset may be based upon obsolescence due to
product change or inadequacy in performance, or in the
case of some types of assets, upon the ordinary wear and

In other cases, the depreciation provisiontear from use.

may be based upon the passage of time, such time period

Cost for inventory purposes may be determined 
under any one of several assumptions as to the flow

^American Institute of Accountants, Committee on 
Accounting Procedure, Restatement and Revision of Account
ing Research Bulletins (No. 43), p. 29.

of cost factors (such as first-in first-out, average, 
and last-in first-out); the major objective in se
lecting a method should be to choose the one which, 
under the circumstances, most clearly reflects
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being decided upon by management or by legislative action

as in the case of the amortization of emergency facilities

which permits the total write-off of the cost of an asset

over a

five year period.
Thus, depreciation may be based upon the obvious

truth that there will be a decline in the value of an
asset from the time it is acquired until it is no longer
serviceable and retired, or, as in the case of the rapid
amortization of emergency facilities, it may be based upon
such economic reasons as: (1) to encourage private enter
prise to finance defense and war efforts, and (2) to pro
mote prosperity by encouraging private enterprise to
speed up replacements and modernization of existing plant
and equipment.

Some businessmen and accountants criticize many

of the accepted depreciation methods and techniques on the

grounds that although they result in a total concept of

allocating the cost of an asset over its useful life, they

It should be

•^internal Revenue Code 19^4, Sec. 168.

l^Perry Mason and Sidney Davidson, Fundamentals 
of Accounting (3rd Edition), p. 351- ' .......

are somewhat unsatisfactory when applied to shorter periods 

of time during the life of the asset.

which is covered by a certificate of necessity,

15
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pointed out in defense of the profession that this criti
cism is not against an accounting principle or convention
but against the Judgment of individual practitioners whose
opinions as to proper periodic allocations of costs are
questioned.

Another modification to the basic cost concept is
the accepted practice of valuing inventories at cost or

The primary purpose of thismarket, whichever is lower.
modification is to eliminate the possibility of including
unrealizable amounts in financial reports. In addition,
it aids in matching costs and revenues of particular ac

counting periods.
The term market is often misunderstood by ac

countants and businessmen who consider the word used in
In an attempt to eliminateits normal dictionary sense.

much of this confusion, the Committee on Accounting Pro
cedure of the American Institute of Certified Public Ac
countants has defined market as a guide for practicing
accountants :

As used in the phrase lower of cost or market the term market means current repTacemehE-cost (by 
purchase or by reproduction, as the case may be) 
exc ept that:(1) Market should not exceed the net realizable value (i.e. estimated selling price in the ordinary course of business less reasonably predictable 

cost of completion and disposal); and
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Some criticism of the cost concept is based on the

assumption that this concept is the only accounting princi-

"in many cases the question ispie under consideration.

Thus, from an accounting

point of view, these criticisms are unfounded unless con

sideration is given to the related concept or concepts.

The matching concept.—Closely tied in with the

cost concept is the matching concept which defines net

income as the difference between realized revenue and the

costs and expenses of earning that revenue. No arguments
against this concept are forthcoming from businessmen,

The definition, however, iseconomists, or accountants.
stated in terms of facts and it is in the determination
and measurement of these facts that businessmen, econo
mists, and accountants continually disagree. Some of
these disagreements are based upon the cost concept dis
cussed in the previous section of this chapter. Other

(2) Market should not be less than net realizable 
value reduced by an allowance for an approxi
mately normal profit margin.17

^American Institute of Accountants, Committee on 
Accounting Procedure, Restatement and Revision of Account
ing Research Bulletins (No. 43),p. 31. 

18Accounting Terminology Bulletin No. 1, loc . 
cit., p. 11.

which of several partially relevant principles has de- 

te rmining applie ab1lity."
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points in contention evolve around the realization of
revenue concept.

The realization of revenue concept. —The matching

concept is dependent upon the cost concept and a revenue

concept for identification and measurement. This need
for a uniform basis of recognizing income is satisfied by
the general acceptance of a realization of revenue concept

is properly recognized only when realized, which is pre-

This definition has been
interpreted by many accountants to include the idea that
tt . . revenue should not be regarded as earned until an

reasonably assured.

To many accountants, the realization of revenue

concept is the basic concept upon which most of the other

accounting concepts are based. The importance of this

concept is evidenced by the fact that it was ". . . the

first accounting principle formally enunciated by the

American Institute of Certified Public Accountants; it was

^•9Smith and Ashburne, op. cit., p. 7^.

2l?Finney and Miller, op., cit., p. 119.

sumed when title to the consideration given and received 

in an exchange has passed."19

increment has been realized, or until its realization is
»20

which has been stated as ". . . the assumption that revenue
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expressed In correspondence between the Institute and the

New York Stock Exchange in 1932 in the following terms:

This statement of when income should be recognized

rules out the possibility of recognizing unrealized

profits. Why unrealized profits should be excluded from
income is stated in very definite terms by one accounting
authority who not only is a past president of the American
Institute of Certified Public Accountants but who was also
the chairman of the committees on auditing procedure, ac
counting procedure, and accounting personnel of the Insti
tute :

The Journal of Accountancy
^Samuel J. Broad, "The Applicability of Generally

Accepted Accounting Principles, " IT1^° i ----- ■■
(September, 1957), pp. 31-32. . " '

Unrealized profits should not be credited to in
come account of the corporation, either directly or 
indirectly, through the medium of charging against 
such unrealized profits amounts which would ordinarily 
fall to be charged against income account. Profit is 
deemed to be realized when a sale in the ordinary 
course of business is effected, unless the circum
stances are such that the collection of the sale price 
is not reasonably assured.21

It is because any attempt to measure value in a 
changing market would involve elements of judgment so 
extensive that subjective opinion, rather than 
demonstrable fact, would constitute the major support 
for the income statement. Depending on the optimism 
or pessimism of the maker, judgments honestly made 
could vary enough to result in either doubling or 
cutting in half the net results for a year or any other comparatively short period. Realized profits,
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and therefore more useful.22

This same reasoning is used by many accountants in

support of their belief that income or profits should be

recognized only when realized. However, under certain

circumstances it appears to be in the Interest of more

informative reporting if certain items of income are

recognized before being realized. A strict interpretation

of the term, realized, would prohibit this practice. In

order to limit these accepted departures from the reali
zation concept, the Committee on Concepts and Standards
Underlying Corporate Financial Statements of the American
Accounting Association implied a slightly different mean
ing to the term realization in the 1957 revision of Ac
counting and Reporting Standards for Corporate Financial
Statements where realization is defined:

22Ibid., p. 32.

actually made and objectively measured.
the measurement is more practical, more reliable,

The essential meaning of realization is that a 
change in an asset or liability has become sufficiently 
definite and objective to warrant recognition in the 
accounts. This recognition may rest on an exchange 
transaction between independent parties, or on es
tablished trade practices, or on the terms of a con
tract performance of which is considered to be virtu
ally certain. It may depend on the ability of a 
banking system, the enforceability of commercial

on the other hand, are evidenced by transactions
‘ , In short,
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This realization concept thus aids in the determi
nation of what is revenue but does not eliminate many of
the complex problems involving the measurement of revenue.
Many of these problems involving the measurement of revenue
are answered by acceptance of the cost concept analyzed in
a previous section of this chapter. In using the cost con
cept as a basis for measurement, there is an implied
continuity of existence with regards to the business entity
in question.

The going concern concept.—Another basic account
ing concept, which is implied in most of the accepted
doctrines and concepts, is the going concern concept which
assumes that the business entity ". . . will continue to

operate over a reasonable period of time and that the

properties of the business, if not increased, at least will

This idea of continuity of existence also

agreements, or the ability of a highly organized 
market to facilitate the conversion of an asset into 
another form.23

23American Accounting Association, Committee on 
Concepts and Standards Underlying Corporate Financial 
Statements, Accounting and Reporting Standards for Corpo
rate Financial Statements and Preceding Statements and 
Supplements, p. 3 .

2^Smith and Ashburne, op. cit., p. 7^.

not be so diminished as to cause insolvency or force 
liquidation."2^
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assumes that the expected life of a particular business
entity will be longer than the expected life of any com
ponent asset to be accounted for with the exception of
land which is assumed to be indestructible. It is on the

basis of this concept that such accounting practices as

depreciating fixed assets, accruing and deferring income,

costs, and expenses from one period to another, and the

incurring of long term obligations are considered ac

ceptable business practices. By necessity, this concept

is provisional in nature and any opinion formulated upon

its assumption is subject to modification as conditions

change.

The capital concept.—Another concept receiving
general support from most accountants and businessmen is
the capital concept which requires that a distinction be
made between capital contributed by the stockholders and
capital earned by the business. This distinction is not
always clear and because of the necessity of determining
Just what capital is being distributed as dividends
(distribution of earnings or liquidation of invested
capital) the following lists, compiled by two highly
respected authorities on accounting theory and practice,
are quoted:
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Capital Contributed, Paid-in or Invested by Stockholders

1.

2.

3.

4.

Components to be Deducted

1.

2.

3.

Accumulated Capital, Earned Surplus,

5.
6.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Ordinary income of the business.
Gifts from non-owners.
Remission or cancellation of debts from non-owners.
Receipts on life insurance policies on lives of 
officers in excess of cash surrender value (booked) 
of the policies.
Annual amortization of appreciation due to 
depreciation.
Restorations made to this type of capital when 
treasury stock is sold, of charges previously made 
when the treasury shares were acquired.

i:
7.

Liquidating dividends paid out of invested 
capital.
Operating deficits charged to invested capital in 
quasi-reorganizations.
Purchase price of treasury stock reacquired, pro
vided such charges do not reduce the balance of 
contributed or invested capital below the amount 
assigned to the outstanding capital stock. The 
purchase price of treasury shares which cannot be 
charged to contributed capital should be charged 
to capital arising from non-owners.

Capital Arising from Non-owners (Usually referred to as 
Retained Earnings, Accumulated Capital, Earned Surplus, 
or Undivided Profits)

The aggregate amount subscribed for all unissued 
but not outstanding shares, whether par value or 
no-par.
The aggregate amount subscribed for all outstand
ing shares.
The aggregate amount subscribed for all treasury 
shares, whether par or no-par, after deducting 
therefrom any charges made to capital arising from 
non-owners in acquiring the treasury stock (see 
item 3 below).
Additions made from capital arising from non- 
owners by appropriate resolution of stockholders 
or directors.
Gifts from stockholders.
Amounts retained on forfeited subscriptions. 
Assessments paid by stockholders.
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Components to be Deducted
1.

2.
3.

Stock account.25

. . presumption that fluctuations in thestated,

value of the monetary unit may be ignored in the prepara-

Adherents

25Newlove and Garner, op. cit., pp. 29-31.
26smith and Ashburne, op. cit., p. 74.

The money concept.—The money concept, simply 
is the ".

Charges caused by the lack of a sufficient amount 
of contributed or invested capital to absorb all 
the debits occasioned by the purchase of treasury stock.
The book value of all property or cash distributed 
as dividends.
The par value of all par value shares, or the 
stated value of all no-par shares (if recorded at 
stated value) issued as stock dividends, (if the 
market value of the shares issued as a dividend 
is used, the deduction from Earned Surplus account will usually be for an amount in excess of the par 
or stated value.) Stock dividends issued in no
par shares not recorded at stated value cause a 
transfer to contributed capital only to the extent determined by the board of directors; some states 
permit the declaration of stock dividends without 
any transfer of any type of surplus to contributed capital; other states stipulate that when 
preference shares are declared as stock dividends, 
there must be a transfer to contributed capital 
of an amount equal to the redemption or liquidation price; while still others require the transfer to 
contributed capital of an equivalent per share of 
such dividend that equals the average value of like shares previously existing in the Capital

tion of formal financial statements without materially 
impairing their significance and usefulness."2^
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of this concept interpret the fiduciary duty of manage
ment as being limited to the accounting for the dollars
invested in the business and the earnings resulting from
operations. Changes in the value of the dollars invested
are irrelevant and minor changes in the purchasing power
of the dollar as reflected by current transactions are
considered immaterial.

Many accountants and businessmen challenge this

interpretation of the fiduciary duty of management to

account for dollars which fluctuate in purchasing power

The contentionwithout considering such fluctuations.

of this group is that management should account for the

capital invested in a business enterprise on the basis of

its relative purchasing or economic power.

Both groups agree that the purchasing power of the

Both groups alsodollar fluctuates from year to year.

agree that it is the duty of management to report on the

preservation or maintenance of the capital invested in the

They disagree on what is meant by thebusiness entity.

term maintenance of capital. Thus, this controversy ap

pears to evolve into a disagreement over what accounting

data and ensuing financial reports should reflect rather

than a disagreement concerning an accounting concept.



CHAPTER IV

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

The Balance Sheet

Purpose of balance sheet.—The primary purpose of
the balance sheet is to show, in an orderly fashion, the
financial position or condition of a business enterprise
at a selected point in time. The object of this presen
tation is to: (1) allow the owners of the business to

Judge the composition of their equity, (2) permit creditors

to determine the solvency of the business and its ability

to satisfy their claims when due, and (3) allow investors,

potential investors, and other interested parties to

satisfy themselves as to the security of an investment in

relation to how well management has been able to maintain

or increase the capital invested in the business.

Little objection to this statement of purpose and

objectives is forthcoming from businessmen, accountants.

However, the statement is made in terms ofor economists.
facts, and it is in the determination of the facts that
disagreement occurs between and among businessmen, ac-

Most of these differences ofcountants, and economists.

44
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opinion concern the meaning of the term maintenance of
capital,

Meaning of the term
One of the main reasons why no general agreement can be
reached, as to the meaning of capital maintenance is that
the term has been used by various writers on accountancy
and economics to mean different things. This fact is
evidenced by the following list of meanings assigned to
the term by various writers:

(7) Maintenance of a constant proportion of all the

The basic differences between these definitions
of capital maintenance appear to stem from the physical

(6) Maintenance of equipment expected to earn a 
constant stream of ’real income* after providing for corrections due to price changes;

'7' ----------------- .2 _ ---__-1_-assets of the economic system.!

(5) Maintenance of a plant capable of earning a constant stream of money income when operating 
either at (a) the normal proportion of capacity (b) the actual proportion of capacity;

(3) Maintenance of a quantity of equipment capable of producing a constant stream of physical out
put, either at (a) the ’normal* rate of oper
ation (b) a capacity rate of operation;

(4) Maintenance of a collection of assets equal in 
’value’ to the original cost of long lived 
equipment;

"maintenance of capital. "--

(1) Maintenance of a constant quantity of physical 
equipment;(2) Maintenance of a constant quantity of physical 
equipment at a given level of technical ef
ficiency;

^Robert B. Bangs, "The Definition and Measure
ment of Income," The Accounting Review (September, 1940), 
P• 369.
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versus the valuation aspects of the term. "In the final

analysis, however, much of the interest in capital

maintenance stems from the desire of individuals and

and psychic income.

Thus, the valuation aspect of capital maintenance

appears to govern the interpretations of the term from

the point of view of the majority of users of balance

sheet data. In addition, most accountants agree that
ii . . from a balance sheet standpoint a statement which

However,

considering the balance sheet without giving consider

ation to other financial reports could lead to financial

and economic interpretations which would hinder rather

than aid in over-all interpretations of business con

ditions .

Relative unimportance of balance sheet.—It is
generally agreed that the focal point of economic

When the predominant form ofexistence is income.
business entity was the sole proprietorship or partner
ship, income could be ascertained for an accounting
period by comparisons of capital balances reflected on

2Newlove and Garner, op. cit., p. 458.
3j3road, loc . cit., p. 32.

enterprisers to retain their relative purchasing power 
n2

showed the current value of the various assets owned by 
a corporation might have great advantages."3
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balance sheets. With the emergence of the corporation as
the predominant form of business enterprise, however,
simple comparisons of capital balances did not reflect in
sufficient detail the activities of the business. In
addition, the passage of a Federal income tax law and the

change in business philosophy from long-term to short-term

income considerations contributed to the emergence of the

Income statement as the principal financial statement.

Thus, in a period of less than fifty years, the

balance sheet was relegated to a relatively unimportant

position as a means of reporting on the activity of a

During this transition period, thebusiness enterprise.
application of generally accepted accounting principles
to the compilation of accounting data for the reporting
of business activity emphasized the matching concept. As
a result of this emphasis and the fact that many accounts
are considered as being composed of both real and nominal
elements, the balance sheet, in many cases, appears to
contain meaningless residual amounts which are understood
by only those directly associated with their compilation.

It is generally agreed that the elimination of
this condition would be very desirable. However, the de
velopment of any technique or procedure towards this end
must give primary consideration to the resulting effect
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on the reporting of income which is paramount under

existing economic conditions.

The Income Statement

Purpose of income statement.—The primary purpose

of most business undertakings is the earning of profit.

The income statement reflects, in an orderly manner,

whether or not that objective has been attained for a

particular accounting period. In addition, the income

statement furnishes management with a comparative instru

ment for analysis of the effectiveness of policies pertain

ing to the activities of the business.

Thus, the income statement conveys to interested

parties a formal report on business activity. Underlying
the idea of this report are the reasons for income de
termination.

Purposes for income determination.—The basic
reasons for determining income are: (1) to ascertain

whether or not the management of a business enterprise

has conducted satisfactorily the affairs of the business

for a particular period of time; and (2) to determine the

amount of income which may be distributed as dividends

without impairing the invested capital of the business.
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The yardsticks by which these performances must be Judged

are economic in nature and, by necessity, must take into

consideration the financial position of the business at

both the beginning and end of the accounting period.

Many businessmen tend to lose sight of these objectives

and, disregarding the economic factors in measuring in

come, Judge their performances by the tax consequences

which result from the operations of the period. There is

no doubt that tax consequences are an important consider

ation but their importance should not be interpreted as

giving purpose to income determination.

Income determination without consideration of

economic factors can lead to false conclusions and im

proper planning which in turn may cause unnecessary hard

ships on business in general. That this disregard of

economic factors, particularly the price level factor,

can adversely affect our national economy is evidenced

by studies made by Dun and Bradstreet which ". . . show

of wholesale prices and business failures.
These differences of opinion as to the purposes

for determining income are partially responsible for the

an almost perfect inverse correlation between the index
n4

^Pearce C. Kelley and Kenneth Lawyer, How to 
Organize and Operate a Small Business, p. 6?.
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varied meanings associated with the term income.

Meaning of the term income.—Any attempt to de
fine a term used as broadly in the field of business as
the term income, involves a complete analysis of the
term from not only an accounting point of view but also
from the point of view of economists, businessmen, and
other interested parties who may look at income from a
social point of view. As the social concept of income
closely parallels most economic concepts of income, and
as income to the average businessman is a mixture of
economic and accounting theories of income, only the eco
nomic and accounting theories of income will be analyzed.

Comparing economic and accounting theories of in
come becomes hopelessly confused unless both theories are

Some of these limiting factorslimited to a common base.
are discussed below:

Economic concepts of income usually include1.
psychic income and money income; accounting concepts in-

Although psychic income is im-clude only money income.

portant from an individual point of view, it is not always

subject to objective measurement and thus, by necessity,
must be excluded from any consideration in the determi

nation of income for accounting or financial purposes.
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2. Another point in contention is the economists

use of the term real income as contrasted with money in-
Real income is measured in commodities and servicescome.

and is not usually subject to statistical measurement

except in terms of money income. Real income and money

income will be the same for any particular point in time

which is selected as a base point in time. The passage of

time from this base point, however, will change the amount

of commodities and services which may be purchased with a

given amount of money income except under the improbable

conditions of a stable monetary unit and a static techno

logical economy. Real income thus becomes a relative
expression of the amount of goods and services which may
be purchased with a determined amount of money income at
different points in time. Theoretically, adjustments
for changing economic values, of which price level changes
are only a part, would make real income and money income
two expressions of the same wealth; real income being ex
pressed in physical goods and services while money income
expresses a measurement in units of purchasing power. As
accounting and financial records must be maintained in
terms of units of purchasing power (dollars), only money
income can be considered in this analysis of corporate
inc ome.
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3. A third. Important distinction between the

accountants and economists concepts of income is that in

arriving at net income, the economist deducts from the

accountants net income the owner’s opportunity cost on

capital and labor as measured by their alternative uses.

Thus, from the economists point of view, an adequate re

turn on invested capital is considered as a cost of doing

business, and income is considered to be the excess

profits resulting from favorable talents, location, or

legal restrictions on competitors such as patents, copy

rights, and so forth. This concept of income is very

useful in analyzing industries or the economy as a whole

but is not applicable to an individual firm unless there

is a universal acceptance of what constitutes an adequate

return on invested capital. Accountants, on the other

hand, are concerned with the income determination of the

individual firm and thus consider the return on invested

capital as a distribution of profits to be arrived at

after income has been determined. As this study is con

cerned with an analysis of income from the point of view

of the corporate entity, income will be considered before

any distribution is made as a return on invested capital.

Adding to the confusion surrounding the use of

the term income is the fact that three other terms,
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revenue, profits, and earnings, are used interchangeably

suiting from the operations during a definite period of
time. The Committee on Terminology of the American Insti-

terms in accounting, economic, and legal literature and

To promote uniformity of usage, the American

Institute of Accountants released Accounting Terminology

Bulletin Number 2, in which the following definitions ap

pear:

with income to denote the increase (or decrease if 
negative) in the net assets of a business enterprise re

believes that the lack of uniformity found in practice is 
unfortunate and confusing."5

INCOME and PROFIT: Income and profit involve net 
or partially net conceptsand refer to amounts re
sulting from the deduction from revenues, or from 
operating revenues, of cost of goods sold, other 
expenses, and losses, or some of them. The terms are often used interchangeably and are generally

REVENUE: Revenue results from the sale of goods and 
the rendering of services and is measured by the 
charge made to customers, clients, or tenants for 
goods and services furnished to them. It also in
cludes gains from the sale or exchange of assets 
(other than stock in trade), interest and dividends 
earned on investments, and other increases in the 
owner’s equity except those arising from capital 
contributions and capital adjustments.

5American Institute of Accountants, "Accounting 
Terminology Bulletin No. 2," Proceeds, Revenue, Income, 
Profit and Earnings, p. 1. . '

tute of Accountants examined "... the usage of these
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In order to eliminate, as much as possible, the
confusion which is frequently present in comparisons of
accounting, economic, and social concepts of income, the
above definitions will be used throughout this study of
income determination.

Recognition of income.—One all inclusive
definition of income is that net income is the flow of

6Ibid., pp. 1-4.

preceded by an appropriate qualifying adjective or 
term such as "gross,11 "operating/' "net . . .
before income taxes," and "net." The terms are also 
used in titles of statements showing results of 
operations, such as "income statement" or "statement 
of profit and loss," or, sometimes, "profit and loss 
account."

EARNINGS: The term earnings is not used uniformly 
but it is generally employed as a synonym for "net 
income," particularly over a period of years. In 
the singular the term is often combined with another 
word in the expression 'earning power', referring to 
the demonstrated ability of an enterprise to earn 
net income.6

The term gross income is often used as the 
equivalent of revenue; in public utility practice it 
is commonly used in referring to net income before 
deducting interest and other income charges. The 
term gross profit is frequently used to describe 
operating revenue less the cost of goods sold. The 
term operating income or operating profit are gener
ally used to denote "gross profit1" less ordinary 
expenses. The term net income or net profit refer 
to the results of operations after deducting from 
revenue all related costs and expenses and all other 
charges and losses assigned to the period. These 
deductions do not include dividends or comparable 
withdrawals.
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commodities and services, measured in terms of money,

accruing to an individual or business entity through a

This definition is

lacking, however, in stating at what point in time and

under what conditions the flow of commodities and services

accrues to an individual or business entity. The main
points to be considered are whether income is to be
recognized when: (1) it is actually received or con

structively received; (2) it is earned or realized; and

(3) the receipt of certain commodities and services are

doubtful as to classification as income or capital.
Actual receipt and constructive receipt are very

clearly dealt with in accounting by the concepts of cash
accounting and accrual accounting. It is generally agreed
that accrual accounting gives a more accurate reflection
of economic conditions than cash accounting procedures and
will therefore be assumed in further discussions of what
constitutes income.

There is no general agreement, however, when con
sideration is given to the meanings of the terms earned
income and realized income as used by accountants and

period of time and available for disposal after deducting 
the necessary cost of acquisition.?

?Henry W. Sweeney, "income," The Accounting 
Review (December, 1933), p. 323.
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other businessmen. Most accountants consider these terms

to be synonymous when accrual accounting methods are

under consideration. Many other businessmen, however,
make a distinction between earned Income and realized in
come by considering earned income to be that income which
is rightfully at the disposal of or under the control of
an individual or business entity, and realized income to
be that income which has been received or realized through
a completed business transaction. Thus, from a non
accounting point of view, it is possible to have earned
income which has not been realized. To illustrate this
point, assume that a security was purchased on June 1 for
$1,000. On December 31, the market value of this security
is $1,500. Many businessmen would consider the $500

difference between purchase price and market price as

earned but unrealized income. Most accountants would con

sider the $500 increase as unearned and unrealized. This

fine point of distinction between the meanings of the
terms will be denoted throughout the remainder of this
paper by using the term realized income to signify the
accounting connotation of both earned income and realized
income and the term earned income to denote its more com
mon business meaning.

Economic theory is rather vague on this point of
distinction between earned income and realized income
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because of its concentration upon changes in the economy
as a whole rather than on the accounts of a single
business entity. Accounting theory, on the other hand,
is very explicit in requiring that only realized income
be recognized in the accounts of a business enterprise.

The third problem of income recognition has been
solved by the introduction of assumed flows of costs.
Although there is some controversy over whether assumed
flows of costs should coincide with physical flows of
goods or services, this controversy diminishes in im
portance when consistent application over long periods of
time is taken into consideration.

Analysis of income.—This brief outline of the
income statement, its purposes and objectives, and the
complex problems surrounding the meaning of the term
income leads to the conclusion that any attempts to formu
late theories or concepts which might lead to more useful
and informative reporting of business activities must
begin with an analysis of income.

Income, by definition, is a net concept which must
be expressed in a monetary unit if it is to have any mean-

This requirementing in financial or accounting reports.
focuses attention on the steady decline in purchasing
power of the dollar during the past twenty-five years.



CHAPTER V

THE CHANGING VALUE OF MONEY

Value of Money Assumed To Be Invariable

Historical basis for money concept.—Economic
inquiries into the nature and causes of wealth have,
since the time of Adam Smith, included the basic as
sumption of the invariability of the standard measure,

That this invariability was an assumption andmoney.
not a fact was known by the writers themselves but often
overlooked by those who interpreted their writings.

David Ricardo was one of the first economists to
point out that it would be desirable to have some means
of ascertaining when different commodities varied in
relative value. To do this, comparisons would have to be

value, which should itself be subject to none of the

fluctuations to which other commodities are exposed. Of
■•1such a measure it is impossible to be possessed. .

58

1David Ricardo, The Principles of Political 
Economy and Taxation, p. 43.

made ". . . with some invariable standard measure of
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Thus to facilitate his discourse, Ricardo assumes money,
the standard measure, " . . to be invariable, and there-

The writings of the next seventy years generally
implied that the monetary unit was an invariable standard
of measure and no great efforts were put forth to attempt
to analyze the true nature of the measuring stick of eco
nomic progress.

In 1890, Alfred Marshall published his Principles

of Economics in which, as a part of his analysis of the

economic structure of business, he implied that estimates

of true interest, as contrasted with nominal interest,

Thus, after many years of improperly assuming

the invariability of the monetary unit, the economist and

businessman were again made conscious of changing price

levels and their effects on the normal conduct of business.

Changing economic environment spurs investigations

of techniques to adjust for changing price levels.—The

implications of assuming the invariability of the value

P. 593.

rest on assumptions as to the future purchasing power of 
money.3

2Ibid., p. 45.

3a If red Marshall, Principles of Ec onomic s ,

alteration in the value of the commodity of which I may 

be speaking."2

fore all alterations in price to be occasioned by some
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of money were not too serious when our economy was based

upon the owner-manager business entity. During the for

mative years of our nation, many prices tended to fall as

new technological advances in communications and production

facilities permitted the move towards mass production and

mass distribution. Shortly after the turn of the present

century, however, labor movements, less rigid banking

practices, world armed conflict, increased population, and

the emergence of monopolistic competition in conjunction

with large, widely owned corporations, started an upward

price trend which, although temporarily reversed during

the financial crisis of 1929 to 1932, has continued to the

present day.

Henry W. Sweeney, a New York Certified Public Ac

countant and a pioneer in the field of price level adjust

ments, in an attempt to eliminate the effects on financial

reporting of drastic fluctuations in the purchasing power

of the dollar, suggested the use of price index numbers as

It is perhaps unfortunate that at the time

he wrote, the world was emerging from one of its worst

economic depressions and the average businessman was not

too concerned psychologically or economically with the

^Henry W. Sweeney, Stabilized Accounting, 1936.

a means of correcting historical data to reflect current
2i conditions.
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understatement of profits due to excessive depreciation

charges. Businessmen were concerned, however, with the

increasing inventory replacement costs which, under the

first-in first-out (FIFO) method of inventory pricing,

tended to overstate profits in an alarming manner. This

overstatement of profits was especially true where stocked
items were held for considerable periods of time. This

acute situation was partly alleviated in 1939 with the

general acceptance of the last-in first-out (LIFO) method

of inventory valuation which tended to state sales and

the cost of sales in the same purchasing power dollar.

Little concern was felt, however, that the appli

cation of the last-in first-out method of inventory pric

ing would greatly understate the inventory reflected as

an asset on the balance sheet. The balance sheet had

been relegated to a relatively unimportant position as

Short-run profits andcompared to the income statement.

not the financial position of the business enterprise was

the immediate concern of most business managers.

World War II temporarily side-tracked the issue

of changing price levels. However, following the ces

sation of hostilities, the problem of continuing inflation

caused renewed demands for an accounting technique which

would reflect the decreased purchasing power of the dollar
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with regard to asset valuations and depreciation charges.

George 0. May, one of America’s foremost certified public

accountants, very aptly stated the case in an article

published in the December, 1947, issue of The Journal of

Accountancy, when he said:

compute the economic income of corporations.5

In 1949, May in a paper on

Business Income and Price LeveIs, An Accounting Study,

published under the auspices of the Study Group on

Business Income, reiterated the need for an adjusting

technique to reflect changing price levels:

6 Ibid., p. 456.

I believe, therefore, that the accounting pro
fession should not merely welcome, but itself seek, 
methods of doing for capital assets what LIFO has 
done for inventories, thus making it possible to

The greatest significance in accounts would be at
tained if (a) revenues and charges against revenues 
were stated in terms of units of the same purchasing

May goes on to say, ". . .by the use of price indexes or

5George 0. May, "Should the LIFO Principle Be 
Considered in Depreciation Accounting When Prices Vary 
Widely," The Journal of Accountancy (December, 194?), 
p. 454.

by other methods ..." the "... difficulties of doing
for capital assets what LIFO has done for inventories 

would be relatively small.
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The first concerted group effort to investigate

this problem was made by the American Accounting Associ

ation through its Committee on Concepts and Standards

Underlying Corporate Financial Statements when it under

took extensive research to formulate a practical pro

cedure to be used in converting or adjusting items on the

financial statements of business enterprises to eliminate

the effects of changes in the value of the monetary unit.

The findings of this committee were published on August 1,
ii entitled Price

In this state-Level Changes and Financial Statements.
ment, the committee recommended that tests of adjusted
dollar statements be conducted by several corporations
engaged in different types of business. It further recom
mended that such tests be conducted using the following
basic premises:

power, and (b) the treatment of all costs were 
homogeneous. It must be conceded that present 
methods of income determination fall far short 
of attaining either of these objectives.7

7ceorge 0. May, "Business Income and Price Levels, 
An Accounting Study," Study Group on Business Income 
(American Institute of AccountantsT7 July 1, 1949, p. 42.

8"Price Level Changes and Financial Statements," 
The Accounting Review (October, 1951), pp. 468-474.

1951, as "Supplementary Statement No. 2
8
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Changing price levels challenge money concept.—

The concept that accounting records and ensuing financial

statements should be maintained in terms of a current

monetary unit is deep-rooted in practice and law, and any

abrupt change in basic application might lead to confusion

and distrust which would adversely affect the standing of

On the other hand, managerialthe accounting profession.

decisions and more informative reporting which may be

understood by all interested persons, require a better

measurement of economic value than can be ascertained

from accounting records maintained on an unadjusted

historical cost basis.

9ibid., p. 473.

(1) Since the supplementary statements are intended 
to restate historical costs to reflect changes 
in the value of the dollar and are not concerned 
with changes in the value of specific assets, a 
general price level index should be used.

(2) Since the relationship within the balance sheet 
and within the income statement, as well as 
between the two statements, are of importance, 
the adjustments should be comprehensive in scope 
to the end that the effect of price level changes 
will be reflected in each item to the extent ap
propriate.

(3) Since the effectiveness of accounting statements 
depends on reader understanding as well as on 
basic usefulness, the two types of statements 
(conventional financial statements and supple
mentary adjusted statements) should be fully 
reconciled in published reports and should be 
accompanied by explanations as to their respective 
natures, usefulness, and limitations.9
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Management, to formulate business policies and

operating procedures properly, must analyze and evaluate

recorded accounting facts in the light of present eco

nomic and social conditions. If prices and the value of

the monetary unit remained stable, there would be no

problem of adjustments, as historical costs would reflect

However, prices do fluctuate and thepresent value.

value of the monetary unit changes continuously, thus

posing an acute analytical problem that may not be re

solved by conventional accounting procedures.

Many accountants have come to believe that be

cause financial reporting must adhere to the basic ac

counting concepts and doctrines discussed in Chapter III,

and because managerial decisions must be based on present

economic conditions, that there is emerging a dual concept

This position was taken by Oswald Knauthof accounting.

in a recent book when he said:

l°Oswald Knauth, Business Practice, Trade 
Position, and Competition, pp. 27-25.

In the course of its evolution, the divergence 
between financial and administrative accounting has 
become marked. The aim of financial accounting is 
to present to investors as accurate a picture of the 
state of the corporation as possible. Administrative 
accounting is devised to enable managements to gauge 
the past and lay plans for the future.10
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There is no doubt that successful business

practices, including all phases of managerial planning,

production, and control are based upon sound economic

reasoning which takes into consideration the changing

value of the monetary unit. At the same time, financial

reporting, which is based upon acceptance of the money

concept, reflects financial data on the basis of a fixed

value monetary unit. This condition has led to the grow-

countants 1 audience to say that things are in accordance

with certain principles, consistently applied, etc.

Thus, to answer the pressureto tell the real story.
coming from the business community, it appears that ac-

One step towards this goal would be accomplished
with the discarding of the money concept and the recog
nition of price level changes in financial reports. To

accomplish this change, accountants would have to adopt

12Ibid., p. 253.

People want balance sheets and profit and loss statements
»11

countants should endeavor to reflect in financial state

ments the economic realities of the business unit.^2

ing belief that ". . . it no longer satisfies the ac-

l^Bert Schireson, "Towards a New Accounting," 
The Accounting Review (April, 1957), P» 253.
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Principal functions of money.—To fully under
stand the effects of fluctuating price levels and changes
in the value of the monetary unit, consideration should
be given to the two principal functions of money. The
first and primary function of money is to act as a medium

a store of value or as a standard unit of account.

As a medium of exchange, money represents the

price paid or received for economic goods and services.

Since services are consumed at the same time they are

produced, it is fair to say that the price of an economic

good produced and consumed simultaneously is a measure of

its value.
The passage of time affects the second function

When money acts as a store of value, the priceof money.
of an economic good will not be equal to its value unless:
(1) all prices have remained constant and there have been

13cf. ante, p. 45.

the valuation aspects of capital maintenance in place of 

the physical aspects which underlie the money concept.^3

Economic Implications of Price Level Adjustments 
by Application of Price Indices

-L^Paul A. Samuelson, Economics, p. 57.

of exchange; a second function of money being to act as
14
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at ions in the value of the monetary unit have been
inversely proportional to the price changes. As neither

of these conditions are likely to exist, it follows that

historical costs lose economic significance with the

passage of time.

Recognition of this changing relationship between

the prices paid or received for goods and services and

the value of the monetary unit can be incorporated in

financial reports by using price indices to adjust for

changing price levels. A brief analysis of the various

factors of production is believed conducive to a better

understanding of this changing relationship.

The capital factor of production.--Fixed assets,

such as plant and equipment, which are usually acquired

at different times over a period of years, are the main

items affected by the passage of time. The costs of
these assets, both as capital outlay and as operating
expenditures, are a combination of past and present eco
nomic sacrifices measured in monetary values of different
time periods which, in most cases, had different price

The importance of these different values, repre-leveIs.
senting various financial and economic conditions, is

no fluctuations in the value of the monetary unit; or

(2) all prices have changed proportionally and fluctu-
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evidenced by the continuing controversy between the ad

herents of the original cost theory for the valuation of

fixed assets and the faction advocating the recognition

of replacement costs as the value upon which depreciation

charges should be calculated. Both parties to this

controversy are interested in a fair and adequate basis

for charging the cost of capital expenditures, allocated

to specific time periods, as an expense of operations

over the life of the asset. They differ primarily in

defining the economic cost of the asset to be depreciated.

It is generally agreed that the purpose of the depreci

ation provision is to allocate that part of the cost of

an asset which will not be recovered on its disposal, to

the periods of its use, and that this using up of assets

is a definite cost to be included with out-of-pocket

costs in arriving at the total expense to be charged

against the revenue of a given fiscal period.

Critics of the original cost concept claim that

assets purchased during periods of low prices are not

adequately depreciated during periods of high prices be

cause of the decreased purchasing power of the dollar.

On the other hand, critics of the replacement cost concept

point out that due to the ever changing technology, no
asset would be replaced in its original design or capa

bilities after even a short lapse of time. This problem
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could be eased, if not eliminated, if a non-fluctuating

unit of value could be used to price both the acquisition

of assets and the periodic depreciation charges. Price

indices applied to actual historical cost figures would

keep depreciation charges on an equitable basis with

other current expenditures and at the same time would

eliminate the necessity of considering replacement costs

for depreciation purposes.

This compromise between the advocates of the

historical cost concept and the replacement cost theorists

could be a step in the right direction if not the final

answer to this acute and complex problem. One stumbling

block to the general acceptance of this compromise lies

in the unacceptability to many accountants of the presently

compiled statistical indices.

Many accountants and economists are openly critical

of the historical cost concept and their ranks are con

tinually being swelled by some of the foremost business

men and management teams in the world. A sample of this

criticism from the annual report of a large corporation is

quoted below:

Aggravating the problem of finding the additional dollars for expenditure for facilities is the serious 
inadequacy of the present Federal income tax formula 
for wear and exhaustion, often called depreciation, of capital previously invested in facilities is
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Inventories of materials and goods used in trade,

and supplies utilized to sustain trade, are other items

which frequently are carried over periods of sufficient

duration to warrant adjustment to a common dollar basis.

One distinct advantage of adjusting inventories by the

application of price index numbers is that the different

results obtained by pricing inventories by the first-in

first-out method as contrasted with the last-in first

out method will tend to be lessened. In addition, the

pricing of the inventories as assets on the balance

sheet would more nearly approach their economic value to

the company on the balance sheet date.

Thus far only one factor of production, capital,

has been considered in relation to changing price levels

1^Annual Report 1956, United States Steel 
Corporation, p. 2ST

essential if, through its re-expenditure, the supply 
and modernness of existing tools of production are 
to be maintained. Income tax law limits the total 
depreciation recoverable during the life of a facility 
to the number of dollars originally spent for it years 
ago. But with the value of the dollar steadily de
clining the buying power originally expended cannot 
possibly be recovered under this unrealistic limi
tation. Faster recovery, such as has been permitted 
under certificates of necessity, tend to reduce the 
inadequacy which would otherwise exist; but the only 
real basis of recovering purchasing power would be 
to adjust for the change in the dollar intervening 
between the year of capital expenditure and the year 
in which depreciation is taken.15
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and fluctuating monetary unit values. Land, labor, and

management are the other factors of production which

should be investigated and analyzed as an integral part

of any study involving the restatement of existing fi

nancial conditions.

The land factor of production.—Land, in an eco

nomic sense, includes all natural resources. By defi

nition these natural resources are the free gifts of
nature and from the point of view of society as a whole,
the rent of land is not a cost of production. From the
point of view of the individual business concern, how-

It is irrelevant whether or not the land is
purchased or leased; the cost of rent should be calculated
and included as a cost in any managerial analysis requir
ing the ascertainment of total cost.

Conventional accounting procedures do not make
provisions for depreciating land costs, except where the
extraction of natural resources causes the depletion of
land values, but they do allow rents paid for the use of
land to be considered an expense of doing business. This
inconsistency, from an economic point of view, can be

p. 286.
^Albert L. Meyers, Elements of Modern Economics,

ever, all rent costs must be considered as costs of pro
duction.^
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answered, from an accounting point of view by stating that

depreciation is an allocation of cost over the useful

life of an asset and thus, as land is deemed to be in

destructible, no allocation is required. In the cases
where no depletion takes place, no adjustment is necessary
on a cost basis; however, balance sheet disclosure of the
original cost of land will need an adjustment to correct
for the changes in the purchasing power of the dollar
between acquisition date and balance sheet date. A diffi

cult problem is presented here in differentiating between

changes in the value of the dollar and changes in the

value of the specific asset. Due to the complete im

mobility of land and the relatively immature development

of available land space in the United States, dollar

values have not increased in a proportional manner nor

at a uniform rate in various sections of the country.

The use of a general or special nation-wide index to ad

just for changes in the monetary unit value of this factor

of production could be very misleading, especially for

companies whose land holdings are substantial and wide

spread geographically.

Although this study is primarily concerned with

the reevaluation of financial reporting for inventories

and fixed assets, a brief analysis of the other factors
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of production with regard to price level adjustments is

necessary for comparison with other procedures which will

be suggested later in this paper.

The labor factor of production.—The wages and

salaries paid for labor are important social and financial

Social costs, which are not subject to

objective measurement, will have to be ignored in calcu

lating any adjustments for changes in dollar values.

Financial or actual dollar costs, however, being closely

tied in with the standard of living of specific communi

ties or sections of the country, can be adjusted through

the application of a consumers’ or purchasing power index.

Difficulties arise in adjusting the costs of many classes

of labor because of the many governmental regulations

pertaining to minimum wages and maximum hours and govern

mental sanction of trade union activities which influence

the changing value of the monetary unit on a location

This problem of sectional differences is verybasis.

similar to the location problem mentioned in connection

with adjusting the land factor of production. One solu

tion to this problem would be to use a location adjustment

Labor, as used here, includes all human effort 
employed by a business enterprise.

costs of production to every business enterprise in ex

istence today. ■1’7
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factor to correct national average indices for sectional

differences.

The management factor of production. —Management,

from an economic viewpoint, is a hybrid factor of pro

duction in that it must be considered from both a cost

and a profit point of view. The cost of management is

primarily a labor cost and is included in the discussion

of that factor of production.

turn to management, is of a residual nature and therefore

requires no direct adjustment for changes in the value of

the monetary unit. This fact brings out the problem of

reporting surplus accounts on the balance sheet for the

first year that adjustments are applied. To be absolutely

correct in this calculation, income statements would have

to be adjusted for each year that the business was in

This enormous task becomes unnecessary if theexistence.

surplus account is treated as a residual, balancing ac

count . In many cases, however, treating the surplus as
one residual account would not give adequate disclosure of
the financial position of the business enterprise. The

segregation of surplus accounts is too complex a study to

include in this brief discussion of the economic impli

cations of adjusting financial statements by the appli

cation of price indices.

Profit, the economic re-
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Purpose of making price level adjustments.—The

economic value of the various factors of production have

been considered in the light of their possible influence

on adjusting the items on financial statements to correct

for changing price levels. Before proceeding with the

selection of a proper index or indices to be used in mak

ing the adjustments, it seems advisable to take into con

sideration the purposes of applying price level indices

to correct financial statements based on historical cost

data.

The immediate purpose, as outlined by the Com

mittee on Concepts and Standards Underlying Corporate

Financial Statements, is to experiment with the possi

bility of improving the usefulness of conventional ac

counting statements by restating them in terms of present

The ultimate purposes arepurchasing-power dollars.

stated in a more concrete fashion wherein adjusted state

ment data would be useful for:

(1) The appraisal of managerial effectiveness in terms

policies; negotiations with labor unions;

The Application of Price Index Numbers 
to Financial Statements

of the preservation of the current dollar equi
valent of the capital invested in the business and 
not merely its initial dollar amount;

(2) The analysis of earning power in terms of the 
current economic backdrop;

(3) The determination and justification of sound wage
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With these goals in mind, the next important step

is to select a suitable price-level index or indices to

be used for adjusting items on financial statements.

Selection of price index or indices.—The Com-

mittee on Concepts and Standards Underlying Corporate

Financial Statements recommends in "Supplementary State

ment No. 2" that the Index of Wholesale Prices, published

by the United States Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor

to reflect changes in the value of the dollar. The

price data used in constructing this index are those
which apply at the primary market levels and thus this
index lends itself very well to the pricing of commodities
on the industrial level. Another feature of this index is

■'•^Committee on Concepts and Standards Underlying 
Corporate Financial Statements, Accounting and Reporting 
Standards for Corporate Financial Statements and Preceding 
Statements and Supplements (1957). p. 25. ' ' "

19ibid., p. 2?.

Statistics, be used for adjusting original dollar costs

19

(4) The determination by government of long-run 
policies with respect to "control" of the economy 
through monetary policy, price regulation, limi
tation on profits, taxation, etc.;

(5) The creation of an informed public opinion with 
respect to profits, prices, wages, etc., and the 
effects of inflation (or deflation) upon fi
nancial relationships generally;

(6) The determination of managerial policies with 
respect to pricing, credit, dividends, expansion, 
and the like.lo
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that complementary indices are published for commodity

Some of these complementary indices which

appear to be applicable to adjustments of accounts of

manufacturing enterprises that have large investments in

fixed plant and equipment are: Motive Products Price In

dex; Plumbing Equipment Price Index; Industrial Chemicals

Price Index; and so forth. It should be noted that the

first mentioned index has been in existence only since

1947> which would limit the use of subclass indices in

those rare cases where undepreciated machinery and motive

products acquired prior to that date were still in use.

The Index of Construction Costs, published by

The Engineering News Record, is another index which

merits consideration for use in adjusting the fixed asset

accounts and depreciation charges for buildings. This

index is computed on a weighted aggregative basis, the

same method used to compute the Wholesale Commodity Price

Index, and considers the cost of structural steel, cement,

lumber, and the average rates paid common labor in the

building industry as obtained from the prevailing rates

in twenty representative cities throughout the United

20H. H. Chapman, "Memorandum on Index Numbers 
Currently Available," University of Alabama Business 
News, XII, No. 9 (May, 1952), 2.

classes and subclasses and for a number of product group 
classes,20
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This index and the Wholesale Price Indices

appear to be the best available indices for adjusting the

items on financial statements which represent money used

as a store of value.

Some proponents of the price index adjusting

technique recommend that a consumers’ price index be used

rather than the general wholesale price index suggested

To complete the de

scription of indices available for use, a brief summary

of the two price indices on the consumer level is given

below.

One consumer price index, published by the Bureau

of Labor Statistics, has the official title of "index of

Change in Prices of Goods and Services Purchased by City-

This index, now commonly called

2•'■Standard - Poor’s, Trade and Securities 
Statistics, XX, No. 1 (January, 195577 135.

22Cf. ante, p. 77.

23standard - Poor’s, op. cit., p. 67.

25-Chapman, loc. cit., p. 2.

States.21

the Consumers ’ Price Index, was formerly known as the Cost 
pii

of Living Index.

by the Committee on Concepts and Standards Underlying
22Corporate Financial Statements.

wage Earners and Clerical-worker Families to Maintain 

Their Level of Living."2-^
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The other index, also called a Consumers * Price

Index, is published by the National Industrial Conference

Board under the official title of "index of Quoted Retail

have approximately the same composition, there is not
much choice as to which would be better suited for ad
justing the purchasing power of the consumer dollar. How

ever, because the index published by the National Indus

trial Conference Board is computed on a national basis

while the index published by the Bureau of Labor Statistics

is computed on a location basis with price indices listed

for major cities throughout the United States, it is be

lieved that a more accurate result would be obtained by

using the latter index.

Whether a single general purpose price index or

several special purpose price indices are used in calcu

lating adjustments is a matter of individual opinion.

Using more than one index to adjust statements could lead

to a very complicated situation which might tend to dis

courage the adoption of the practice of adjusting financial

As both of these indices
26

25standard - Poor’s, op. cit., p. 67.

26Ibid., p. 67.

Prices for Consumers' Goods and Services Purchased by 
Moderate Income Families."^5
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statements to reflect present purchasing -power values.
At the other extreme, using only one index might distort
the end results to the degree that they would be mislead
ing and therefore impracticable.
ities are divided in their opinions on this subject. In

addition, many critics of the price index number adjust

ment technique do not believe that there is any price in

dex, presently computed, which is suitable for adjusting

the many different types of items found in financial

statements. There is much merit to this criticism; how

ever, this criticism is one of a practical nature, not one

of principle, and will be non-existent when proper adjust

ing indices are available for public use. This fact puts

it up to the proponents of adjusting financial statements

to reflect changing price levels to convince the Bureau of

Labor Statistics or some privately owned statistical agency

of the need for a new price index or indices suitable for

These agencies gather information for,the work at hand.

and publish, many indices needed in various fields of

business and would undoubtedly compute a suitable index or

Many competent author-
27 ■

^fjerome Snyder, "The Future of Financial Report
ing, " The Accounting Review (July, 1954), P» 482; Joel 
Dean, "Measurement of Real Economic Earnings of a 
Machinery Manufacturer," The Accounting Review (April, 
1954), p. 262; Myron J. Gordon^ "The Valuation of Accounts 
at Current Cost,1' The Accounting.Review (July, 1953), 
P. 377.
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indices for adjusting financial data to reflect price

level changes if organized business and professional

groups would demonstrate a need for such information.

Adjusting technique.—The first problem that pre

sents itself is to decide whether or not all items on the

financial statements can be considered as relating to the

same purchasing-power dollar in respect to its use or

availability for use. As it is desirable to use homogene

ous dollars in comparisons and because future uses of

available funds are of no concern from an accounting

standpoint, it is assumed that all items on the financial

statements can be converted to a common dollar as long as

a single point in time is used as a base for the conversion.

Balance sheet monetary items classified as current

assets or liabilities, such as cash, receivables, and

payables, can be presented without adjustment as long as

the adjusted statement is prepared in the same purchasing-

power dollar as was used to record the current data. For

this reason, much time can be saved in calculating adjust-

For comparative purposes, corresponding

2®As index numbers are calculated on a monthly 
basis, the index number pertaining to the last month of 
a fiscal period would be considered to be the index number 
on the balance sheet date.

ments if the statements are adjusted to the latest balance 

sheet date.2®
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Items on previous years 1 balance sheets can be converted

to current dollars by multiplying each item by a factor

derived by dividing the index number for the current date

by the index number for the corresponding date of the year

in question.

All non-current monetary items and non-monetary

items, such as permanent investments, inventories of ma

terials and supplies, fixed assets, and long term debts,

must be adjusted for changes in the dollar value between

the date of acquisition or obligation and the balance

To adjust corresponding items on previoussheet date.
years* balance sheets, a detailed analysis of the ac
counts must be made to ascertain both acquisition and
disposition dates for all transactions affecting the ac-

Any attempt to adjust the items by using netcounts.

increases or decreases in amounts shown on previous

financial statements may result in the use of improper

This chance for error isadjusting index numbers.

brought about by the changing price level between the

dates of acquisition and disposal of items written off of

This procedure is especially im-the books of account.

portant in the case of fixed assets where specific identi

fication within a narrow time limit is necessary not only

for proper adjustment of the asset accounts but also for
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adjusting the Reserve for Depreciation accounts and the

Depreciation Expense accounts. The great amount of work

required to make the first adjustments to a selected

point in time need not be repeated for subsequent periods.

Once all data has been expressed in terms of a particular

time dollar, future adjustments in terms of another time

dollar can be made by applying a correction factor to data

adjusted to the base year.

Income statement monetary items, such as cash re

ceipts and expenditures, represent account changes over a

lacking any seasonalfiscal period; usually a year.

fluctuation weighting factor, it is fair to assume that

the account changes took place in a proportional manner

throughout the year and that the only adjustment needed

is to correct the yearly average price level to the price

The onlylevel of the last month of the fiscal period.

non-monetary items found on income statements are profit,

which is treated as a residual amount, and depreciation

and amortization charges which must be calculated in the

manner as described for fixed assets in the previoussame

No great problems are presented in adjustingsection.

previous years 1 income statements with the exception of

Monetary items can be adjustednon-fund expenditures.
by multiplying each item by a factor derived by dividing
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the index number for the statement date by the average
index number for the year in question. Non-monetary
items require adjustments to conform with the adjustments

to their corresponding balance sheet accounts.

Practical application only answer to critics.—

Many critics of price level adjustments, by means of the

application of price index numbers, base their objections

on their belief that it would be dangerous to the national

economy to introduce any accounting practice which would

allow the keeping of financial and accounting records on

anything other than a strictly historical cost basis. One

answer to these critics is that the main purpose, for the
time being, in adjusting financial statements by using
price index numbers is to correct historical data to re
flect the current economic value of the monetary unit so
that the many users of financial statements who are not
trained accountants can make more intelligent decisions.
It does not necessarily follow that these adjustments
need be made in the actual accounts of the business or
that the conventional statements be discontinued. How-

if adjusted data were to be incorporated in theever,
actual records of a business entity, a price level adjust

ment account could be used to record differences between
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adjusted and historical data,29

technique is used, an account reflecting gain or loss due

Many of the other criticisms of the price level

adjustment theory are based upon sound theoretical dif

ferences of opinion which can be overcome only when con

crete examples have been offered which show how the use

of adjusted data will be of benefit to the business unit,

society, and the economic community as a whole.

One such example was offered when in 1951, follow

ing the recommendations of the Committee on Concepts and

Standards Underlying Corporate Financial Statements, an

American Accounting Association research project,

sponsored financially to a large extent by the Merrill

Foundation for the Advancement of Financial Knowledge,

through a grant administered by Yale University, made

four pilot case studies of both large and small corpo-

The results

demonstrating

or if the "common dollar"

rations in different sections of the country.
SI of this study have since been published^

29Thomas J. McNichols and F. Virgil Boyd, 
"Adjustment of Fixed Assets to Reflect Price Level 
Changes," The Accounting Review (January, 195^), p. 111.

30Newiove and Garner, op. cit., p. 566.
31Ralph Coughenour Jones, Price Level Changes and 

Finaneial Statements, Case Studies of Four Companies, I955.

to changing price levels could be included in the income
30statement.
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the impact of price level changes on financial reports
of these companies for a ten year period ending in 1951.

as much as after adjustment; (2) depreciation was in
creased by one-third after adjustment; (3) in three of
the four cases, dividends were in excess of adjusted
earnings; and (4) income taxes were paid at higher rates
than the prescribed rates and under conditions which dis-

These results should not go unheeded
by the accounting profession or other business groups.

The latest attempt to get public support for the
use of a price index adjusting technique by demonstrating
its practicality was made in January, 1958, when a pro
posal was placed before the United States Congress, House
Ways and Means Committee, to use a government cost index

formula for

companies replacing capital assets retired from service

The new formula would work in thisduring the tax year.

manner:

Four significant facts were revealed by this study:

(1) net income as reported before adjustments was twice

criminated against the companies with large investments 

in fixed assets.32

to calculate a "reinvestment allowance"

32Thomas G. Higgins, "A New Look at Historical 
Costs vs. Current Costs," The Arthur Young Journal 
(October, 1954), p. 4.
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To date, no information is available as to the outcome of

this proposal.

The practicality of the use of price level adjust

ments has been demonstrated with a marked degree of success

Today, many of America'sin the field of labor relations.

largest corporations have labor union contracts which in

clude a provision that ties wage rate scales to a cost of

living index.

One very promising use for data adjusted by price

index numbers is in the field of public utility rate

Public utilities are unique among businessdet erminat ion.

enterprises in this country in that they represent a phase

of business where monopoly is considered as the best

economic structure from both an investor and consumer view-

A company would calculate the total original cost of 
items being scrapped in a particular year, and would 
apply to that cost a Government cost index figure. 
The excess of this new cost over the original cost 
would be available to the company that year as a 
special "reinvestment allowance.1' This entire al
lowance could be deducted that year from the con
cern's taxable income if it bought new capital 
assets whose cost exceeded by that much the original 
cost of the scrapped items. The original items 
would, of course, have been depreciated under ordi
nary methods .33

33The Wall Street Journal, January 16, 1958, "New 
Depreciation Plan Recognizing Price Inflation Offered to 
Congress," p. 24.

point. The laws of our country, recognizing the desira

bility of these so-called "natural monopolies," have
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instituted regulatory commissions to govern the financial

practices of utilities and to approve the prices that

they receive for their products and services. These

prices, or rates, are set to allow the utility a fair re

turn on its invested capital. One of the main items which

must be considered in determining invested capital is the

book value of the fixed assets which, in the records of

most utilities, amount to almost the total assets of the

business. The depreciation of fixed assets not only af

fects the book value of the assets but also must be con

sidered in calculating the total operating expense which

must be recovered before any return on invested capital

United States

value concept for asset valuation.

Conelusion.—Much work remains to be done in de

veloping new procedures for the use of price indices which

the only known statistical means capable of tying inare

The Journal of

3^West v. Chesapeake and Potomac Telephone 
Company of Baltimore, 285 U. S. 662.

original cost concept, have not ruled out the present
35

35sidney Davidson, "U. S. Supreme Court Decisions 
Affecting Public Utility Depreciation," The Journal of 
Accountancy (September, 1953), p. 335-

can be computed. The regulatory commissions and the

Supreme Court,3^ although favoring the
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original costs with the continually changing purchasing

power of the dollar. Public acceptance of price indices

financial reporting of both public and private business

enterprises will follow as soon as adequate proof can be

offered by the accounting profession as to the economic

practicality and social wisdom of such practices.

The use of price indices to adjust financial

statements takes into consideration only the changes in

price levels caused by the changing value of the dollar.

The analysis of price level changes, however, is only a

part of any analysis of income determination which re

quires consideration of the total difference between

revenue and the costs and expenses of earning that

Thus, using the price level adjustment techrevenue .

nique as a starting point, a further analysis of income

determination will be undertaken in an attempt to suggest

possible theoretical changes which will enhance the use

fulness of published financial statements.

as a means of determining a more equitable basis for



CHAPTER VI

A NEW INCOME RECOGNITION CONCEPT

Problems of Income Determination

Statement of problems.—The focal point of most

economic and accounting theory is the determination of

inc ome. This complex problem evolves into two comple

mentary studies: (1) the identification of just what

constitutes income; and (2) the measurement of that which

has been identified as income. Before attempting to ana

lyze these problems, however, an analysis of the relation

ship between capital and income is believed necessary

because of the approach used in this study.

Analysis of capital and income.—In a capitalistic

economy, business income is derived from the intelligent
nCapital, in a broad sense, . . may beuse of capital.

defined to consist of those external goods which a person

(business) uses in his trade, either holding them to be

sold for money or applying them to produce things that are

Among its conspicuous elements areto be sold for money.

such things as the factory and the business plant . .

91
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and the goodwill of his business. Marshall goes on to

added those to which he has a right and from which he is

mortgage or in other ways, and all the command over capital
which he may hold under the complex forms of the modern
’money market1.

be deducted from his capital.

It should be noted that in this definition, capital

is classified not by the nature of the item in question but

by the intended use to which it is to be put. Since the

time of Adam Smith, this distinction has been made by

economists in classifying capital as circulating capital

or as fixed capital; circulating capital being that which

gives up its economic services all at once or in a short

Accountants also have made a similar distinction

between circulating capital and fixed capital by classify

ing assets and liabilities as current or fixed. The fact

2Ibid., p. 72.

Ssamuelson, op. cit., p. 45.

period of time, fixed capital being that which gives up 
its economic services over a long period of time .3

■'-Marshall, op. cit., p. 72.

drawing income: including loans which he has made on

On the other hand debts owed by him must 
»2

say that to these things in his possession ". . . must be
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that the accounting and economic classifications do not

coincide in all cases is due to the different approaches

to the subject used by accountants and economists. How

ever, since this paper is concerned with the development

of an accounting concept, only the valuation conception

of capital will be considered. Under these circumstances,

the term capital is analogous but not synonymous with the

term asset. . . the conceptions

of capital and income are so interwoven that the determi-
nation of one is impossible without that of the other. .

relation to the capital yielding it,
between the meanings of the terms will be ignored until
such time as an account in question is discussed in its
normal sequence on published financial statements.

For practical accounting purposes, circulating
capital and net current assets, and fixed capital and net
fixed assets can be considered as referring to similar
items in the accounting records of a business enterprise.
However, to avoid confusion with existing terminology, the

5Cf. ante, p. 7.

Nevertheless, because ".

^Frank A. Fetter, "Reformulation of the Concepts 
of Capital and Income in Economics and Accounting," The 
Accounting Review (March, 1937), p.

and because this paper is attempting to analyze income in 
5 minor differences
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term primary income will be used throughout the remainder

of this paper to designate income derived from the use of

circulating capital, and the term complementary income

will be used to designate income derived from the use of

fixed capital. The fact that this division of income

does not coincide with the usual accounting division of

income into ordinary or operating income and extraordinary

income is of major importance in the development of the

new income recognition concept.

Identification of Income

Identification of primary income.—Income has been

broadly defined by one economist as ". . . the wealth,
measured in money, which is at the disposal of an indi

vidual,

Another vague definition of income with which

no objections can be found is that income is the ". . .maxi
mum value which he can consume during a week, and still

6n. G. Pierson, Principles of Economics, p. 76.
7j. R. Hicks, Value and Capital, p. 1?2.

at the beginning.
of income, four criteria can be deduced: (1) income must

(or business entity) . . . per year or other unit 
of time."6

expect to be as well off at the end of the week as he was 
"7 From these and other basic definitions
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be measured in money; (2) income must be under the control

period; and (4) income is an increase in wealth which,
when measured in money, becomes an asset actually or con
structively received.

Under these conditions, primary income is identi
fied as the net increase in circulating capital or net
current assets at the disposal of the individual or
business entity over a period of one year or normal ac-

If these assets are at the disposal ofcounting period.
the business entity, they must be considered to be under

the legal control of the business and must have been

earned either through active business dealings or earned

the conduct of a person (or business management) who

either abstains from the unproductive use of what he can

This concept of earning

by abstinence has become quite popular during the past

period of rising prices and many businessmen believe that

^Nassau William Senior, Political Economy, p. 58.

of or at the disposal of an individual or business entity;

(3) income must be considered as being limited by a time

command, or

by abstinence.

Abstinence is ". . .a term by which we express

designedly prefers the production of remote 
o to that of immediate results."
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tt

is by being an 'investment1 house (in inventory) and the

Both means of making a

One other characteristic of circulating capital or

net current assets which should be noted is that, because

of the nature of the items under consideration, they all

have value in exchange. This concept of value in exchange

implies that current assets by necessity must be subject

to measurement by market or exchange prices and that it is

the intention of management to convert these assets into

cash during the normal accounting period. Although a

strict interpretation of these requirements would exclude

short-term prepaid expenses, a practical interpretation

permits acceptance of the usual accounting reasoning which

considers short-term prepayments as cash committed for

special uses.

Identification of complementary income. —The identi

fication of complementary income is basically very similar

to the identification of primary income except that it

pertains to fixed capital or net fixed assets. However,

one additional complication is presented by the fact that

. . there are two means of making a profit . . . one

other is to be a selling store, 

profit are valid."9

9charles Lawrence, "Fundamentals in Financial 
Analysis," The NOFA Bulletin (February, 1958), p. 7.
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The distinction between items which have value in

exchange and value in use is based upon managerial intent

and not upon the nature of the item in question. To il

lustrate this point, assume a security is purchased as
part of the normal operations of a sinking fund which is to
be used to pay off an obligation due in five years. This

security represents a fixed capital item which has value

in exchange. This same security could have value in use

if, instead of being purchased by a sinking fund, it had

been purchased to gain control of a subsidiary company.

This fine point of distinction is believed necessary to the

logical development of the new income recognition concept

even though a great majority of the fixed capital items of

a business are classified as having value in use.

capital or fixed assets which have value in exchange;

(2) complementary income for fixed capital items which

have value in use is identified only through the confir

mation of a completed business transaction.

loRicardo, op. cit., pp. 1-3.

Thus, the identification of complementary income 

is divided into two parts: (1) complementary income is 

identified as the net increase (or decrease) in fixed

fixed capital items may have value in exchange or value 
in use.10
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This separation of complementary income into two

parts is believed necessary because of the inability to

objectively measure value in use. Many businessmen and

accountants believe that the fixed plant and equipment of

business enterprises can be valued by using appraised

values to represent the economic condition of those items.

There is no doubt but that very accurate appraisals can

be made of most plants by qualified appraisers, however,

when value in use is under consideration it appears that

it ", . . is not the value of the land and buildings as
measured by the immediate conditions of the real estate

This
point will be discussed further in the next section when
income identified as primary income and complementary in
come will be analyzed concerning measurement.

Measurement of Income

Division of total economic increment.—The measure -

ment of money income is no less a complex problem than the

identification of what should be recognized as income. The

measurement, by necessity, must be in terms of a monetary

-'■■'•Arundel Cotter, Fool*s Profits, p. 41.

market, but its importance to the economy as a means of 

production . . . which should be considered.
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unit which in itself excludes from consideration all

factors other than those which can be objectively measured.

Income, however, is a net concept which involves not only

the measurement of revenue but also the measurement of the

costs and expenses of earning the revenue. Thus, the

measurement of income is dependent upon adherence to the

matching concept and an income concept compatible with

existing business and economic conditions.

All money income must be measured as a price dif

ferential. This price differential is an economic incre

ment which is composed of two elements in an economy that

does not have a stable monetary unit as a basis for measur-

One element is the increment whiching purchasing power.

results from changing price levels and may have a positive

Thisor negative effect on the economic money income.

increment, which was discussed in detail in Chapter V, will

be referred to as the price level increment throughout the

The second element contribut-remainder of this discussion.

ing to price differentials is the remaining part of the

total economic increment and is the result of changing con

ditions of supply and demand, the existence of different

market levels (i.e. producer, wholesale, and retail markets),

and the conversions necessary to give form, time, and place

This increment isutility to economic goods and services.
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usually thought of as profit from a businessman's point

of view. In further discussions, this element will be

referred to as the residual economlc increment. Thus,

the total economic increment which may be measured by

price differentials, is divided into a price level incre

ment and a residual economic increment; the price level

increment being a change in the value of the measuring

unit, the residual economic increment being profit or loss

It shouldmeasured against an invariable unit of measure.
be noted that these two increments may augment or offset
each other to some degree, depending upon the circumstances
in each particular case.

Measurement of economic increments.—Measurement
of the price level increment is possible through the use
of the price level adjustment technique explained in the

Measurement of the residual economicprevious chapter.
increment is dependent upon whether the item in question

is considered to have value in exchange or value in use.

Value in exchange is a market place conception and

is measurable under conditions of a stable purchasing power

Where conditions of a changing value of the basicunit.

monetary unit exist, market prices may be used to measure

the total of the price level increment and the residual

Thus, the measurement of the residualec onomic increment.
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The two following examples illustrate this calcu

lation.

Assume that a business purchases 100 shares of

The total price differ-
However, when the

■'•Sstandard - Poor's, op. cit., p. 13.

economic increment may be made by the algebraic summation 

of the total price differential and the price level incre

ment .

•l^The Wall Street Journal, April 24, 1956.

13standard - Poor's, Trade and Securities Sta
tistics, XXIII, No. 5 (W, 1957), 13. ~ ~~

^The Wall Street Journal, January 2, 1957.

National Lead Common Stock on April 23, 1956, when it is 

being traded on the New York Stock Exchange at $99 per
TPshare. On that date, the Wholesale Commodity Price In

dex was 113.6.On December 31, 1956, the end of the 
. 14 

company's fiscal year, National Lead is quoted at 110^ 
15 and the price index is 116.2. 

ential for the 100 shares is $1,150.

April 23 investment of $9,900 is adjusted to the December 

1956 dollar, the investment is reflected at $10,126.50. 

Thus, the total economic increment of $1,150 is composed 

of a price level increment of $226.50 and a residual 

economic increment of $923.50. In this example, the price 

level increment offsets the total economic increment and
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the residual economic increment is less than the price
differential.

The following example illustrates a situation

where the price level increment augments the price dif

ferential and the residual economic increment is greater

than the price differential.

Assume the company had waited a year and purchased

and the

The total price differential is
$2,675. However, when the investment of April 25 is ad

justed to the December 1957 dollar, the investment is re

flected as $12,436.28. In this case, the total economic

decrement of $2,675 is augmented by the price level incre

ment of $136.28 resulting in a residual economic decrement

of $2,811.28. It should be noted that in this example, the

residual economic decrement represents a loss, whereas, in

^he Wall Street Journal, April 26, 1957.

19standard - Poor's, op. cit., p. 13.

I^The Wall Street Journal, January 2, 1958.

^^Standard - Poor's, Trade and Securities Sta
tistics, XXIV, No. 3 (March, I958),“IT.

and the price index was 117.2.
18 On December 31, 1957, the stock is quoted at 96^ 

price index is 118.5.

100 shares of National Lead Common Stock on April 25, 1957, 
16when it was selling at 123 and the price index was 117.2.
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the previous example, the residual economic increment

represented a profit.

The problem is more complex when items having value

in use are considered. Value in use is an individual ap

praisal and is difficult to measure because of the alter

native uses to which capital items may be put and the

specialized form in which these capital items may be con

structed . Furthermore, attempts to measure value in use

involve the calculation of future benefits to be derived

from the use of the item or items in question. For this

could be assigned to items which have value in use. Thus,

although the calculation of the price level increment is

possible for all items, the calculation of the residual

economic increment or the total economic increment appears

impractical for items which have value in use except when

an actual business transaction establishes a market price

for the item.

Some accountants and businessmen believe that ap

praised values can be ascertained for most items comprising

The

“^Oswald W. Knauth, "An Executive Looks at Ac
countancy, " The Journal of Accountancy (January, 1957), 
p. 31; Kenneth MacNeal, Truth in Accounting, p. 172.

fixed capital and that these appraisals should be used when 
po established market prices are not obtainable.

reason, it appears that only highly arbitrary amounts
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majority of accountants and businessmen, however, concur

with the opinion that in most cases any attempts to ap

praise the value of fixed assets leads to financial re

porting that is meaningless for analytical purposes and

This point of view

is further strengthened by the position taken by the

American Institute of Certified Public Accountants in Ac

counting Research Bulletin Number 43, where it is stated

that:

Determination of income under new income recog

nition concept.—Primary income, which is properly recog

nized when earned, is measured by means of the residual

economic increment discussed in a previous section of this

21Broad, loc. cit., p. 32; Newlove and Garner, op. 
cit., p. 351.

An attempt to recognize current prices in provid
ing depreciation, to be consistent, would require the 
serious step of formally recording appraised current 
values for all properties. . . . The Committee be
lieves that such a change would confuse readers of 
financial statements and nullify many of the gains 
that have been made toward clearer presentation of 
corporate finances.22

22American Institute of Accountants, Committee on 
Accounting Procedure, Restatement and Revision of Account
ing Research Bulletins3 (No. 43), pp. 66-69.

is actually misleading in spite of the good intentions
21 and good faith of the appraisers.
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chapter. The earning of primary income, which by defi

nition is associated with circulating capital and thus

suits from actual business transactions or from abstinence

as long as the item in question is under the control of

the business entity and is subject to disposal at the will

of management.

Thus, primary income is identified and measured as

the increase (or decrease), during a definite period of

time, in the net current assets of a business which have

been adjusted for price level changes and stated at the

appropriate market prices.

The identification and measurement of complementary

income requires the separation of all items comprising net

fixed assets or fixed capital into items which have value

Items which have value inin exchange and value in use.

exchange are adjusted for price level changes and stated

Items which have value inat appropriate market prices.

use are adjusted only for the price level change except

where an actual business transaction permits the establish

ing of a market price.

Thus, complementary income is identified and

measured as the increase (or decrease), during a definite

period of time, in the net fixed assets of a business

representative of items which have value in exchange, re-
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which have been adjusted for price level changes and

stated at appropriate market prices, except that no attempt

should be made to assign a market price other than cost to

items which are deemed to have value in use.

The above definitions of primary and complementary

income are stated as total concepts pertaining to the real

When individual itemsaccounts of a business enterprise.

are considered, care must be exercised to include in the

analysis any changes in accounts directly affected by the

This important point is illustrated byitem in question.

applying the new income recognition concept to inventory

valuations.



CHAPTER VII

INVENTORY VALUATIONS

Introduction
One of the most complex problems facing the

business world today is that of ascertaining the proper

values to be assigned to inventories as assets on balance

sheets and as items to be included in determining the

cost of sales. The magnitude of this problem requires

that it be divided into three parts for purposes of ana

lysis: (1) the determination of the asset value to be as

signed to the inventory accounts on the balance sheet,

nation of the cost of sales when the inventory is produced

or manufactured by the seller.

Valuation of Inventory Asset Accounts

Market price valuation.—Inventories of merchan

dise for sale are current assets from an accounting point

of view and are considered circulating capital from an

As outlined in the previouseconomic point of view.
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(2) the determination of the cost of sales when the in

ventory is purchased in finished form, and (3) the determi-
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chapter, all circulating capital items have value in ex

change and are thus subject to presentation at current

market prices. Thus, inventories of merchandise for re

sale as well as inventories of materials to be processed

into products for sale are reflected on the balance sheet

at current market prices.

Care must be exercised, however, to consider the

market level involved so that the market price assigned to

the individual items will conform to the suppliers 1 price

and not the price as determined by a sale which includes a

merchant's profit not earned or realized. Thus, a retail

business should reflect its inventory at the wholesale

price level and a wholesale business establishment should

reflect its inventory at the prices prevailing at the

This refinement allows differ-level of their suppliers.

ent prices to be considered as exchange prices for similar

items depending upon the market level involved. Under

these conditions, an electric toaster might have a market

Under no circumstances should the exchangemanufac ture r.

price at a market level other than the one under con

sideration be used as the results would involve profits

or losses not directly associated with the inventory in

question.

price of $15 to the ultimate consumer, $12 to the retail 

store, $10 to the district distributor, and $7 to the
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This price differential, representing the total economic

increment, is adjusted for the price level increment to

arrive at the residual economic increment which is used as

a basis for measuring any profit or loss. It should be

noted that the residual economic increment is used as a

basis for measuring profit or loss and does not neces

sarily represent the profit or loss in inventory. A
further explanation of this point is needed to avoid a
serious misunderstanding which is likely to occur when
individual classifications of assets are considered.

The concept of primary income is a total concept
which requires consideration of all current items in its

Thus, when the inventory account is beingdetermination.
analyzed, consideration must be given to the assumed flow
of costs and the number of units of a good in the inventoiy
at the beginning and ending of an accounting period. The
following example illustrates this point.

lvalues assigned to inventory items on previous balance sheets would be used in place of the purchase price for items acquired prior to the present accounting 
period.

Measurement of primary income. —The calculation 
of primary income resulting from a change in the value of
an inventory involves the determination of the price dif
ferential between purchase price and current market price.
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During the accounting period,

300 units are purchased at $6 each. The ending inventory

consists of 200 units valued at the market price of $7

It is erroneous to consider the $900 differenceeach.

between the beginning and ending inventory as primary in

come even though it is used as a basis for determining

primary income when considered with changes in other cur

rent items. If a first-in first-out inventory pricing

method is used, the primary income in the ending inventory

amounts to $1 per unit If a last-in first-out

Thus, the change

in the number of units as well as the assumed flow of

costs must be considered in any attempt to determine pri

mary income in an inventory account.

Cognizance of this condition is all that is neces-

Detailed records to associate the net change in thesary.

inventory account with the changes in other current ac
counts becomes unnecessary when the valuation of the in
ventory as an asset is considered in relation to the
determination of the cost of sales.

inventory pricing method is used, the primary income in 
the ending inventory amounts to $300 ($2 per unit for 100 
units and $ 1 per unit for 100 units).

Assume a beginning inventory of $500 composed of 
100 units at $5 per unit.

or $200.
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Measurement of Cost of Sales - Merchandising

Assumed flow of costs.—The second problem associ

ated with inventory valuation is concerned with determin

ing the cost of sales for a business enterprise which

purchases its merchandise in a form suitable for resale.

Although this problem is directly associated with inventory

valuation for balance sheet purposes, certain complications

warrant it being treated as a separate subject. To simplify

the analysis, no consideration will be given to the proper
handling of purchase discounts, spoilage, shortages, obso
lete goods, or the various methods employed to allocate

This omission isbulk or package transportation charges.
not to be interpreted as implying that these subjects are
not important to every business entity. However, as this
chapter is confined to a basic analysis of inventory pric
ing, only basic conditions need be considered.

As a starting point, it is assumed that the cost
of individual purchases can be determined to the satis
faction of the managements concerned. Under existing
practices, the next step is to make an assumption as to the

Three of the most popular techniques areflow of costs.

the first-in first-out, last-in first-out, and weighted

It should be noted that these methodsaverage methods.

are accounting techniques and may have no direct relation
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to the physical flow of goods. Another accounting or

bookkeeping technique which will affect the results ob

tained by the above methods is the practice of maintaining

perpetual or periodical inventory records. Mathematical

calculations show that, based upon the above methods of

record keeping and the assumed flow of costs, five differ

ent cost figures can be computed for the cost of sales dur-

Under the new income recognition concept, it is

entirely immaterial what flow of costs is assumed or

whether periodical or perpetual inventory records are

maintained. If the management of a business enterprise

decides that the first-in first-out method of valuing their

inventory, which is kept on a perpetual card system, is

best suited for their requirements, then, in periods of

rising prices, the income derived from sales will be higher

than if they had used one of the other methods. However,

the income derived from reflecting the inventory as an as

set on the balance sheet at current market prices will be

less than would be the case under the other two methods.

Mathematical calculations show that under the 
first-in first-out method of inventory valuation the re
sults will be the same regardless of whether perpetual or 
periodical inventory records are maintained.

ing any period in which the entire inventory is not liqui

dated.2
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By mathematical necessity, the sum of these two incomes

will always be the same and the total income to the

business will be the same regardless of which of the many

available inventory techniques is used.

New income recognition concept applied.—To illus

trate this point, the five accounting techniques mentioned

above are applied to a hypothetical business which has a

beginning inventory of 50 units of an item which cost $5

each and which were purchased on the last day of the previ-

This assumption eliminates the needous accounting period.

to adjust the value assigned to the beginning inventory

from its purchase price to its market price on the first

During the presentday of the present accounting period.

accounting period, the calendar year 1958, purchases were

made as follows:

Sales were made as follows:

On December 31, 1958, the wholesale price is assumed to be

$9 per unit.

February 1.
June 1.
July 1.
September 1. -
December 1. -

March 1.
August 1.
October 1.

30 units at $10 each
40 units at S10 each
20 units at Iil2 each
30 units at !>12 each
20 units at S14 each

50 units at $6 each
50 units at !>7 each
50 units at $8 each
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EXHIBIT A

INCOME CALCULATION—PERIODICAL INVENTORY METHOD

FIFO LIFO

$ 820 $ 820

Care should be used in interpreting the results

obtained in Exhibits A and B because only the inventory

accounts are considered in the calculation of total in-

included in the $820 profit figure is the purchasecome.

price of the increase in physical inventory of ten units.

This amount will be offset by a decrease in cash or an

increase in accounts payable when the net increase or de

crease in all current items is calculated.

Opening inventory - 50 units 
Purchases - 150 units
Available for sale - 200 units 
Less:
Ending inventory - 60 units
Cost of sales - 140 units
Sales revenue - 140 units
Net profit from sales
Ending inventory at market 
Ending inventory per books 
Primary income in inventory 
Total of net profit from sales 

and primary income in inventory

Weighted 
Average
$ 250
1050

$1300

$ 250
1050

$1300
310 

$ 990 1580 
$ 590 
$ 540
310 

$ 230

$ 250
1050

$1300
390

$ 910 
1580

$ 670
$ 540 

390
$ 150
$ 820

470 
$ 830 
1580 

$ 750 
$ 540

470 
$_ 70
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EXHIBIT B

INCOME CALCULATION—PERPETUAL INVENTORY METHOD

FIFO LIFO

$

$ 820 $ 820$ 820.00

In the above examples, prices are assumed to be

In cases where prices are declining, the incomeris ing.

derived from sales is offset by a primary loss in inventory.

in cases where prices fluctuate during

Weighted 
Average

Opening inventory - 50 units 
Sale - February 1.-30 units 
Balance - 20 units
Purchase - March 1.-50 units 
Balance - 70 unitsSale - June 1.-40 units
Balance - 30 units
Sale - July 1.-20 units 
Balance - 10 units
Purchase - August 1.-5° units 
Balance - 60 units
Sale - September 1.-30 units 
Balance - 30 units
Purchase - October 1.-50 units 
Balance - 80 units
Sale - December 1.-20 units 
Ending inventory - 60 units 
Ending inventory at market 
Primary income in inventory 
Sales revenue for year
Cost of sales
Net profit from sales
Total of net profit from 

sales and primary income 
in inventory

$ 250 
150

$ 100 
300

$ 400 
220

$ 180 
120

$ 60 
350

$ 410 
200

$ 210 
400

$ 610 
140

$ 470 
540

$ 70
$1580

830 
$_^0

$ 250 
150 

$ 100 
300 

$ 400 
240 

$ 160 
110
50 

_ £0 
$ 400 

210 
$ 190 

400 
$ 590 

160 
$ 430

540 
$ 110 
$1580 

870 
$ 710

$ 250
150

$ 100
300

$ 400
. 228.57
$ 171.43

114.28 
$ 57.15

350.00
$ 407.15

203.57
$ 203.58

400.00
$ 603.58
. 150.90
$ 452.68

540.00 
$ 87.32 
$1580.00

847.32
$ 732.68

In either case, or
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under all methods of inventory pricing. This point is

further demonstrated by a simplified technique illustrated

below:

EXHIBIT C

INCOME CALCULATION— SIMPLIFIED INVENTORY METHOD

By using this technique, the ending inventory is

valued at market prices and thus, the ending inventory as

shown on the balance sheet will need no correction for the

unreported earned income otherwise hidden in the asset ac-

If prices are declining or if they fluctuate duringcount.

the accounting period, the pricing of the ending inventory
at market prices eliminates the need for making detailed
calculations to ascertain the profit in inventory and the

As primary income is recognized whenprofit from sales.
earned, there is no need, from a reporting point of view,
to separate the two types of income. From a management

Opening inventory
Total cost of purchases
Total cost
Ending inventory at market
Cost of sales
Sales revenue
Profit from sales

$ 250 
1,050 

$1,300 
540

$ 760 
1,580

$ 820

the period under consideration, the net result is the same
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point of view, however, the lack of detailed data may be

considered a disadvantage in that sufficient detail may

not be available for decision purposes.

In order to keep the above illustrations as simple

as possible, no attempt was made to include adjustments

for the price level increment which would correct the com

puted income figures to eliminate the profit or loss due

to a change in the basic measuring unit.

Measurement of Cost of Sales—Manufacturing

Prime costs.—Companies which manufacture their

own finished stock for resale can use the same methods and

techniques outlined above for determining the profit or

loss from sales and from changes in the value of the in-

The additional complications inherent in thisventory.
type of business operation are confined to the problems of
determining the cost to be assigned to the inventory when
it is transferred to finished goods.

Inventories of raw materials and supplies can be
handled as suggested above for inventories of goods for

The fact that additional costs, or reduction inresale.

the most desirable technique where orders must be priced

costs, will result from year-end adjustments to reflect 

market prices in financial reports makes standard costing
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after relatively short periods of production. If a

standard cost system is not in use, adjustments will have

to be reflected on financial reports by an addition to or

deduction from the cost of sales or distributed among the

cost of sales, work-in-process, and finished goods in

ventory. The technique involved is similar to that used

to account for burden under-or-over applied.

Direct labor charges to production are not af

fected by this new concept of income except for the elimi

nation of the price level increment.

Manufacturing expenses .—The analysis of the manu

facturing expense or overhead which is applied to process

and included as a cost of production involves consider-

Three of theseation of four different types of cost.

types require the use of circulating capital and present

no great difficulties. The first type, representing in

ventoried items, is handled as outlined for inventories of

The second type, representingraw materials and supplies.

cash or cash equivalent outlays, is handled by direct

charges to burden incurred with appropriate credits to

Included in this type are such excash or a payable.
penditures as indirect labor, service and repair expenses,

and other items which are consumed in the same accounting

period in which they are acquired or manufactured. The
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third type to be considered includes those items which

represent circulating capital as privileges for future

benefits. Under this type are included such items as

prepaid rent and unexpired insurance. This type item is

handled in the orthodox manner and charged into production

through the allocation of the expired or used portion to

the manufacturing expense of the period with a correspond

ing reduction in the asset account. Type one and type

three are very similar in nature with the exception that

type one is subject to income appreciation or depreciation

through revaluation to market price on the balance sheet

dates while type three is limited to a contract price and

thus cannot be marked up or down to reflect any income.

The fourth type of manufacturing expense involves

the charging as an expense of operations the so-called

"non-fund" expenditures. The main items included in this

category are the amortization and depreciation of existing

facilities which by the nature of their classification have

In addition, plantvalue in use and not value in exchange.

and equipment on which depreciation charges are based, are

classified as fixed capital items. Under these circum

stances, depreciation charges are proper charges against

complementary income which is the measure of profit or loss

in fixed capital items during an accounting period. To be
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considered as operating expenses or costs, depreciation

and amortization of fixed capital items would have to be

charges against primary income. Thus, depreciation and

lating capital fund" expenditures and are charges against

complementary income and not primary income. As this paper

is analyzing income from the point of view of the capital

yielding it, no attempt should be made to interchange

charges against primary income and complementary income or

the ability to measure changes in invested capital will be

destroyed.

Thus, to be consistent in the handling of the vari
ous items which make up primary income, depreciation or
amortization of fixed capital items should not be included
as a cost of manufacturing items which find their way into

The exclusion of depreci-inventories of goods for resale.
ation charges as an expense of operations appears to ad
versely affect those business enterprises which own their

This condition is not necessarily so asphysical plant.

net income is a total concept which requires that both

primary income and complementary income be considered be

fore a total enterprise income is determined.

Some objections to this new arrangement of costs

and expenses might be based upon the idea that management

other "non-fund" expenditures are, in effect, "non-circu-
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would be unable to plan for the future or measure existing

costs based upon available data.

the important managerial uses to which cost information is

put actually requires forecasts of future costs, rather
3than ’actual costs’, i.e., unadjusted records of past cost.

In addition, management must consider such cost concepts as

sunk costs, differential costs, and opportunity costs, and

thus the rearrangement of income and cost data based upon

economic reasoning might be a help rather than a hindrance

to better managerial decision making.

It is interesting to note that the Federal Reserve

which stated:

3Joel Dean, Managerial Economics, p. 261.

Bank of Chicago made a similar analysis in an article 

published in its monthly publication, "Business Conditions"

It is believed proper to 

interject at this point the thought that "... most of

^Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago, "Profits under 
Pressure," Business Conditions (November, 1957), p. 5.

The concept of sales or revenue, the gross income 
of the firm generated through operations, is fairly 
clear. After deducting current expenses and income 
taxes, the residual amount can be considered as the 
’gross return to capital’. Included in this figure 
are interest, dividends, depreciation, and retained 
earnings
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Two assumptions or interpretations need to be made

before the above quotation is accepted as reflecting the

retained earnings" is assumed to refer to interest on long

term obligations which are a part of net fixed capital and

not to interest on current obligations which are properly

(2) Gross returnclassified as circulating capital items.

to capital is used in the sense of primary income which is

the gross return to capital before consideration of any

items affecting complementary income.

In a final analysis, however, any impairment of

invested capital, which is reflected as a negative or debit

balance in complementary income, must be offset against

tained.

other items might have to be considered in arriving at a

Dividends and retained earnings,net return to capital.

however, although included in the gross return to capital,

are not considered proper deductions in determining the net

return to capital.

Other Inventory Valuation Considerations

Inventory turnover.—Many of the problems result

ing from assuming different cost flows in relation to

primary income before a net ruturn to capital can be ascer- 

Thus, in addition to interest and depreciation,

theory of income suggested by this paper. (1) Interest as 

used in the phrase "interest, dividends, depreciation and
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inventory pricing techniques vary in importance with the

rate of inventory turnover. In businesses where the in

ventory turnover is considered high, as in the case of

wholesale dealers in fruits and produce where the median

the differences in results obtained from

the various pricing methods is reduced and may be con

sidered immaterial in amount. At the other extreme, where

wholesale houses dealing in men's furnishings, hardware,

and paints and varnishes have inventory turnovers, as

the differences resulting from various

pricing methods may be so great that any non-economic as

sumption as to the flow of costs might cause unsound

Thus, from a practical point ofmanagerial decisions.

view, the relative importance of the assumed flow of costs

for pricing inventories is dependent upon whether the

particular business under consideration has a high or a

low inventory turnover ratio.

Consistency of application. —Another mitigating

influence on the problems resulting from the various

turnover expressed as net sales to inventory is 45.8 

times per year,^

5oun & Bradstreet, Inc., 14 Important Ratios in 
72 Lines of Business, p. 3.

6Ibid., p. 3.

measured by net sales to inventories, of less than 4.5 
times per year,^
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inventory pricing techniques discussed in the previous

sections of this chapter, is the required consistent ap

plication of the selected pricing method to the records

of a business on a year to year basis. The great differ

ences which can be illustrated by applying different

pricing methods and assumed flows of costs to annual

figures are greatly lessened if longer periods of time are

considered and disappear altogether, except for the in

fluence of tax calculations, if the entire life of a

business is considered as one unit of time.

This doctrine of consistency, which is so important

to existing practice, is also considered of primary im

portance in the application of the new Inventory techniques

Consistency of applicationdeveloped in this chapter.

should also be kept in mind when the new income recognition

concept is analyzed in relation to the other capital items

normally found in the accounting records of a business

entity.



CHAPTER VIII

ACCOUNTING FOR OTHER CAPITAL ITEMS

Introduction

Classification of capital items.—In this study,

which analyzes income from the point of view of the capital

yielding it, all capital items are considered to possess

two general characteristics. One of the characteristics

reflects whether the item has value in use or value in ex

change, the other, whether the item is used as circulating

Combining these characteristicscapital or fixed capital.

results in all capital items being identified under one of

the following classifications: (1) circulating capital

items, which by definition, must have value in exchange,

(2) fixed capital items which have value in exchange, and

(3) fixed capital items which have value in use.

In contrast with these economic classifications,

the conventional accounting classifications separate all

capital items into: (1) current items, and (2) permanent,

fixed, or long term items.

No great problems are encountered in reconciling

the economic and accounting classifications as long as

125
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primary consideration is given to the intended use for the

item in question.

Current assets and current liabilities.—Items

classified as circulating capital are, for all practical

purposes, the economic counterpart of items classified for

accounting purposes as current assets and current liabili

ties . In conformity with the new income recognition con

cept, items in this category are properly reflected in

financial reports at their current exchange or market

price. Thus, with the exception of inventories discussed

in the previous chapter, no problems are encountered in

measuring primary income through the determination of the

residual economic increments in individual items.

Non-current assets and long-term liabilities.—In

this study, fixed capital items are considered to be those

items associated with the permanent investment in a

business which are used directly or indirectly to produce

revenue.

as-are:

Applying the new income recognition concept to the

above classifications requires that each item be identified

The principal classifications in this category 

(1) investments of a permanent nature, (2) fixed < 

sets which may be tangible or intangible, (3) deferred 

charges to expense, and (4) long-term debts.
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as having value in use or value in exchange. Because of

this complication, a brief analysis of the general ac

counting classifications is believed warranted.

Permanent Investments

Classification of investments.—Investments of a

permanent nature are divided into categories, based upon

the functional service they perform for management, in

order that a clearer distinction may be made in the

As a general classificationanalysis of individual items.

will suffice for analytical purposes, permanent invest

ments are classified as obligatory, controlling, and reve

nue produc ing.

Obligatory investments.—Included under the

classification of obligatory investments are any invest

ments deposited with state or federal regulatory bodies

as guarantees of performance, deposits in redemption or

sinking funds required by contract, and investments

As the basic characteristic of thispledged to others.

type investment is its ability to be converted into cash,

it is believed proper to consider it as having value in

exchange.

Control investments.—Investments held for control

purposes include stocks and bonds of subsidiary or affili

ated companies, investments in physical facilities which
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are held for future use, and memberships on stock and

produce exchanges, boards of trade, and so forth.

From a legal point of view, stock ownership in a

company does not constitute ownership of the assets of

the company nor liability for any of its debts. However,

from an economic and business point of view, controlling

interest in one company by another is considered to be a

merging or consolidating of the assets of the two compa

nies . In cases where the financial statements are con

solidated, the economic basis or equity method of con

solidation, where changes in the net assets of the sub-

Thus, to reportof the parent company, should be used.

the economic status of a permanent investment where actual

control exists, the investment account would reflect the

value of the net assets of the subsidiary company to the

This concept ofextent of the percentage of ownership.

the parent subsidiary relationship gives primary con

sideration to the exchange value of this type of control

However, it should be kept in mind that con-investment .

sistent application of the new income recognition concept

would require consideration of the value in exchange or

■hi. A. Finney and Herbert E. Miller, Principles 
of Accounting, Advanced (4th Edition), pp. 330 and 543.

sidiary company are reflected in the investment account
1
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value in use of the fixed capital items on the books of

the subsidiary company.

Control investments for the purpose of holding

physical facilities for future use in the business are

economically in the same category as fixed tangible as

sets owned by the company and used in the normal conduct

of business. The fact that they are not presently in use
is of no consequence from a revenue or income producing
point of view. Thus, as long as management anticipates

future use and not future sale, the investment is con

sidered to have value in use and as such, not subject to

measurement by comparison with exchange prices of similar

items.

Control investments represented by memberships on
stock and produce exchanges and boards of trade have an
economic value in use which cannot be measured in terms of

On the other hand, this type of investment can bemoney.
considered to have an exchange value equal to the current

However, when theprices quoted for such memberships.

Thus, value in use is

p. 214.

going concern concept is applied, memberships on exchanges 

and boards of trade have value only for "... the privi-

2Roy B. Kester, Advanced Accounting (4th Edition),

leges and prestige accruing therefrom and the business 

associations secured thereby.
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considered the appropriate designation for this type of

investment.

Revenue producing investments.—The third type of

permanent investment includes securities and physical

facilities held as revenue producing investments. Compa

nies incorporated within most states are limited by law to
investments which are directly related to the business of
the entity created by the state charter. However, under

modern corporation codes, the inclusion of a rather general

provision in the articles of incorporation, usually permits

Where these investments are held primarily for the

dividends, interest, or rents received, with possible

secondary importance as items subject to value appreci

ation, there appears to be little doubt but that they

If on the other hand, therepresent value in exchange.

primary reason for their acquisition was not their revenue

producing ability, then they would be properly analyzed

under one of the other investment headings mentioned above.

^Ronald A. Anderson and Walter A. Kumpf, Business 
Law (5th Edition), pp. 639-644.

investments in corporation stocks and bonds and limited 

investments in real estate.
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Tangible and Intangible Fixed Assets

Tangible fixed assets .—Included in this category

are such items as machinery, equipment, buildings, land,

and other items of a physical nature used in the normal

conduct of business and not intended for sale. These

items have one characteristic in common; they contribute

indirectly to the earning of revenue. Thus, the value of

these items to a going concern is their value in use as

production or service facilities and not their value as

determined by their replacement, appraisal, or exchange

price.

Directly associated with any analysis of tangible
fixed assets is the related problem of reporting on the
maintenance of capital invested in the assets. Present

practices accomplish this objective by reflecting fixed

assets in financial reports at cost less accumulated

There is no theoretical objection to thisdepreciation.
procedure as long as depreciation is considered to be the

allocating of that part of the cost of a fixed asset,

which is not expected to be recovered upon final dis

position, over its estimated useful life. Under this

condition, depreciating fixed assets is a practical method

of measuring the value in use of a fixed asset which has

It should be noted that this interpretationbeen used up.
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of capital invested in fixed assets. This concept does not
accept the idea that depreciating fixed assets is a means
of maintaining invested capital.

The maintenance of invested capital can be achieved
only by reinvestment. It is generally agreed that manage
ment must maintain invested capital before it can be con
sidered to have earned a profit. On this basis, the value
in use of a fixed asset, measured on a cost basis, which
has been used up during an accounting period, is a proper
charge against earnings before any profit is recognized.
In this way, management may maintain invested capital by
reinvesting that part of revenues equal to the value in
use of fixed assets used up during the period. Thus, from

a theoretical viewpoint depreciation charges must be based

on value in use used up and not on replacement cost, ap-

This point is brought out

the earnings above the using up of values which has oc-

^John M. Clark, Social Control of Business, p. 294.

praised values or market prices.

by John Clark when he says: "The earnings for the year are

use and, as such, accepts the technique of depreciating 

fixed assets as a means of reflecting the current status

curred, not the amount above the replacements which happen
>.4to have been made.

of depreciation reflects the reporting aspects of value in
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items usually included in this category. The conventional

accounting treatment separates all intangible fixed assets

into two classifications:

(3) in the opinion of management,or

^Ibid., pp. 38-39-

Intangible assets,—Intangible assets pose a 

unique problem of analysis because of the nature of the

Accounting Research Bulletin No. 43 recommends that type 

(a) intangibles be amortized over the period benefited and 

that type (b) intangibles be carried in the accounts at 

cost until they: (1) are properly reclassified as type (a); 

(2) become worthless;

5American Institute of Accountants, Committee on 
Accounting Procedure, Restatement and Revision of Ac
counting Research Bulletins (No.~43)'j p. 37-

(a) Those having a term of existence limited by 
law, regulation, or agreement, or by their nature 
(such as patents, copyrights, leases, licenses, 
franchises for a fixed term, and goodwill as to which 
there is evidence of limited duration);

(b) Those having no such limited term of existence 
and as to which there is, at the time of acquisition, 
no indication of limited life (such as goodwill 
generally, going value, trade names, secret processes, 
subscription lists, perpetual franchises, and organi
zation costs).5

may not continue to have value during the entire life of 

the enterprise despite the fact that there is no indi
cation warranting reclassification as type (a).^
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When intangible fixed assets are analyzed as

capital items, some doubt exists as to whether all items

presently classified as intangibles are capital items at

all. Such items as patents, copyrights, franchises, and

leases have characteristics common to the asset as well as

the capital classification. Such items as goodwill and

organization costs have the characteristics of assets but

do not conform to what is generally thought of as capital

items. For this reason, patents will be analyzed as repre

senting those items having the characteristics of assets

and capital items and goodwill and organization costs will

be analyzed as items not having the characteristics of

capital items.

Patents are legal rights to a monopoly and as such

have value in the ability of the holders of the patents to

The cost of the patentsbenefit through future earnings.

thus payments for control which may continue untilare

disposed of through the passage of time or by sale. Thus ,

patents and other Intangibles which represent legal or

economic rights appear to have the characteristics of

fixed capital items which have value in use.

Goodwill, on the other hand, does not necessarily

represent a legal or economic right to anything and appears

to be more in the nature of a general valuation account,
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tl

enumerated series of items that have the economic, though

not necessarily the legal, properties of assets, and an

Goodwill thus appears to be a premium

paid for expected future benefits measured not by the cost

of a capital item but by the difference between what is

paid for a capital item, or group of items, and the ac

counting value attached to the asset or group of assets

received.

Thus, goodwill may be based upon the assumed

rationality of businessmen who expect to recover their

investment plus at least an adequate margin above cost or

upon the capitalization of excess earnings in past periods

These excess earnings mayprojected into the future.

presently exist in trade names, licenses, franchises, or

some other intangible right or privilege inherent in the

purchased assets, or they may exist as Just an expectation

on the part of the purchasers to benefit in terms of

When these points are considered, afuture earnings.

valuation classification appears to be more in line with

the nature of goodwill which, in effect, measures the lack

7John B. Canning, The Economics of Accountancy,
p. 42.

undistributed list of undervaluations of those items 

listed as assets.

. . a catch-all into which is thrown both an un-
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of existing capital as represented by the net worth of the
business entity.

Organization costs, which are the necessary

business expenses of coming into being, are another ex

ample of intangible assets which do not have the economic

characteristics of fixed capital. When a business is

formed and before it begins operations, certain expenses

are necessary to give it its legal entity and condition it

to operate as such. The expenditures necessary to arrive

at this state are required impairments of invested capital

and should be reported as such. Paton very aptly stated

the case for this approach to the analysis of organization

costs when he said:

Thus, it appears that organization costs, as well

as goodwill, represent the lack of fixed capital and as

During organization and construction—in the case 
of the large and complex undertaking—considerable 
sums are spent which can scarcely be said to result in 
definite tangible assets, or in an addition to the 
value of such properties. Accordingly, from this 
standpoint the intangibles as a whole may be defined 
as the excess of the total cost of bringing into being 
the enterprise in its entirety over and above that part 
of such cost as can reasonably be allocated to speci
fied tangible properties. This is a kind of negative 
conception, but it has distinct value for the ac
countant. o

^William Andrew Paton, Accounting Theory, p. 310.
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such, are more properly reflected as a reduction in the

net worth section of the balance sheet than as assets.

From a theoretical point of view, the amortization

or periodic write-off of goodwill and organization costs

resulting from operations. The amortization of goodwill,

which represents excess future earnings, is a proper

charge against such excess earnings as soon as they are

earned. The write-off of organization costs is a proper

charge against the initial earnings of the business. This

last mentioned procedure is based upon the assumption that

organization costs are costs of coming into being and not

costs of operations during the life of the enterprise.

Other Non-current Items

Before an analysis

can be attempted, a distinction must be made between non-

current deferred charges and the current account classifi-

Two accounting authoritiescation of prepaid expenses.

make the distinction as:

Deferred charges to expense.—The third type of 

non-current assets to be considered are generally referred

Prepaid expenses represent short-term items, the 
benefit of which will be received in the near future; 
they represent a part of the working capital of the

are proper charges against the increase in invested capital

to as "deferred charges to expense."
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Two points of interest in this definition of deferred
charges are that they are

and
that they have "nothing to do with working capital." The

use of the term unallocated debits can be interpreted to

mean that although deferred charge accounts have a debit

balance under double-entry bookkeeping techniques, their

The second point, thatexact classification is uncertain.

deferred charges have "nothing to do with working capital"

conforms to the thesis of this paper in that working

capital is part of circulating capital and deferred

charges, properly classified, would be a part of fixed

capital.

Other accountants define deferred charges as
1! . . relatively insignificant in dollar amount, con-

Many ac

countants, however, make no clear distinction between

l°Smith and Ashburne, op. cit., p. 97.

9c. A. Moyer and R. K. Mautz, Functional Ac
counting , Intermediate (2nd Edition), p. 381•

concern. Deferred charges on the other hand are un
allocated debits which are properly chargeable to 
operations over a long term and have nothing to do 
with working capita1.9

"unallocated debits which are

properly chargeable to operations over a long term, "

sisting of non-recurring costs and expenses which will 

inure to the benefit of future periods."10
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deferred charges and prepaid expenses.

not properly reflected as a current asset but rather as a

long term deferred charge. As no attempt will be made to

define deferred charges, other than to limit the use of

the term to non-current items, Unamortized Bond Discount

is used as representative of this general classification.

Bond discount comes into being when a bond issue

is sold below par due to either a lower than market con

tractual interest rate or the instability of the business

concern issuing the bonds, or a combination of both. In

effect, bond discount is the lack of capital resulting

from the assumption of a future obligation which is

greater than the amount received as consideration for the

Thus, in this analysis of fixed capital

In conformitya liability—not of creating an asset.

has neither value in use nor value in exchange.

with this analysis, bond discount is a valuation account 

associated with the liability, Bonds Payable, and as such

1 •'•Canning, op. cit., p. 32.

Nevertheless, most

accountants will agree that Unamortized Bond Discount is

Long term liabilities.—Long term obligations, the 

last of the non-current classifications to be considered

obligation.

items, bond discount "... has the effect of diminishing 
nil
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in this chapter, represent claims against the assets of
the business which will become due in some future account
ing period. The fact that they are not current claims

against circulating capital warrants their classification

"negative" fixed capital and, as such, are deductionsas

from fixed capital in arriving at net fixed capital. In

line with this reasoning, long term obligations have

However, itneither value in use nor value in exchange.

should be kept in mind that the classification of long

term liabilities as part of net fixed capital requires

that any interest charges pertaining to these liabilities

be considered as charges against complementary income.

This relationship between capital items and the

income derived from their use or exchange is developed in

the next chapter which analyzes the total concepts of

primary and complementary income.



CHAPTER IX

REVISED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

The Income Statement

Form of statement.—One step towards a better

statement. This type of statement has done much to elimi

nate the questionable association of particular expense

items with particular items of income and has helped to

dispell the dubious assumption that certain expense items

In addition, theare of greater importance than others.

single-step statement reflects the activities of the

For

these reasons, the theory underlying the single-step in

come statement is followed throughout the remainder of

this paper.
The new income concept suggested by this paper

requires recognition of income based upon the intended

iNewlove and Garner, op. cit., pp. 398-399-
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understanding of the reporting of business activity has 

been achieved by the acceptance of the single-step income

business in a total concept which more nearly coincides 

with the economic concept of business activity.!
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use of the capital from which it is derived. To in

corporate this information in the income statement, the

presently accepted type of single-step statement is modi-

It is believed advantageous

to make this distinction so that readers may differentiate

behavior of the economy as it affects the invested capital

of the business.

As complementary income, the measure of whether

or not invested fixed capital is maintained, must have a

zero or credit balance before any primary income is con

sidered to be earned, the top section of the statement is

devoted to an analysis of this type of income.

may be used: a fund approach; and, a net income approach.

the most desirable information.

The net income approach is concerned with only

those transactions or events which reflect earned incre

ments of complementary income and charges and expenses

As both approaches give the same results, it remains a 

matter of individual opinion as to which approach gives

between income earned through the normal operations of the 

business and income earned (or lost) through the general

Complementary income section of income statement.—

Two approaches to the reporting of complementary income

fled to include two sections: one for complementary income 

and one for primary income.
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properly assignable to fixed capital items. The excess

of earned income over the charges against complementary

income represents an increase in invested fixed capital

during the accounting period. An excess of expenses over

income represents an impairment of the invested fixed

capital. Thus, the balance in the complementary income

account reflects whether or not the invested fixed capital

of the business has been maintained during the accounting

period. If the complementary income account has a zero

balance, invested fixed capital has been maintained; if

the complementary income account has a credit balance,

income has been earned through non-operating activities

In either case, the invested fixedof the business.

capital of the business has not been impaired and any pri

mary income earned is considered to result from the normal

operations of the business.

In cases where the complementary income account

has a debit balance, an impairment of the invested fixed

This impairment of capital must becapital has occurred.

recovered through charges against the regular operating

revenues of the business before the company could be said

to have maintained its invested fixed capital. Thus, in

balance in the complementary income account is carried

cases where the invested capital is impaired, the debit
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business.

The second approach which may be used to reflect

complementary income in the income statement is the fund

analysis technique. This method treats increases and de

creases in fixed capital items as determining the status

of complementary income. Increases in non-current assets

and decreases in long term liabilities are reflected as

increases in complementary income. Offsetting this in

come are decreases in non-current assets and increases in

A capital transfer account, which takeslong term debts.

into consideration any transfers between circulating

capital and fixed capital during an accounting period, is

Consideration ofneeded to adjust the resulting balance.
this capital transfer account is necessary under the fund
approach to income determination because any transfer to
or from fixed capital, not recognized as such, would be
reflected as a credit or charge against complementary in
come and thus would affect reported income.

The resulting balance in the complementary income
account is interpreted in the same manner under the fund
approach as it is under the net income approach. Any

debit balance in the complementary income account must be

down to the primary income section and shown as a charge 

against the income earned in the normal conduct of
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set off against primary income before net income from

operations is determined.

to reflect primary income on the income statement. How

ever, it is believed that the net income approach gives

more useful data concerning the normal operations of the

business and is therefore suggested for reporting primary

income regardless of which approach is used to reflect

complementary income.

The primary income section therefore conforms to

the orthodox single-step income statement which lists all

costs deducted therefrom to arrive at net income.

should be noted that, under the income recognition con

cept outlined in this paper, only incomes and expenses

income section.

when there is an impairment of invested fixed capital as

section.

2Cf. post, pp. 152-153.

represented by a debit balance in the complementary income
Under this condition, the impairment of Invested

revenues at the top of the section with expenses and
It

Primary income section of income statement.—The 

fund approach or the net income approach may also be used

Both of these approaches are 

illustrated in Exhibits G and H.2

affecting circulating capital are included in the primary 

One exception to this practice occurs
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business and is a proper charge against revenues earned

in the normal conduct of business. Thus, as a general

is included in cases where such a condition exists.

In cases where no impairment of fixed capital

exists, no consideration need be given to complementary

income in the primary income section. Thus, a credit
balance in the complementary income section is treated
separately from any profits resulting from normal oper-

This last condition, although theoreticallyations.

possible, is considered unlikely when consideration is

given to the fact that depreciation charges, interest on

long term obligations, and other charges of a similar

nature, are reoccurring charges which may be offset only

by the increases in the values of fixed capital items

which have value in exchange and profits from the irregular

sale of other fixed capital items.

Illustration of income statement.—In order to

facilitate the presentation of the suggested type of in

come statement, figures are assumed for a hypothetical

business which demonstrate the major points discussed in

heading under the expense and cost section, a descriptive 
<1

designation such as "impairment of Invested Fixed Capital"

fixed capital is considered to have resulted directly or 

indirectly through the necessary activities of the
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previous parts of this paper. The figures used to illus

trate the inventory valuation techniques in Chapter VII

are assumed to express thousands of dollars. Other

figures are presented in Exhibit D in the form of a post

closing trial balance as of December 31, 1957. In order

to simplify the calculations and techniques demonstrated

in this illustration, it is assumed that all figures are

adjusted for the price level increment.

EXHIBIT D

TRIAL BALANCE OF HYPOTHETICAL BUSINESS

$$

180

$2,100

300
200
100
250100
980
20
150

250110
600
800
160 

$2,100

Post Closing Trial Balance 
December 31, 1957 (thousands of dollars)

Cash  
Accounts Receivable (net). . . . 
Marketable Securities. ....
Merchandise Inventory  
Investments (permanent). ....
Equipment..........................-..................
Accumulated Depreciation - Equip.
Unamortized Bond Discount. . . .
Goodwill . .....................................
Accounts Payable  
Federal Income Tax Payable . . .
Bonds Payable .
Capital Stock
Retained Earnings
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is used.

3cf. post, p. 149.

For comparison with the proposed income statement, 

an orthodox single-step income statement is presented in 

Exhibit F, assuming a first-in first-out inventory method

(1)
(mj

The following transactions and events took place 
during 1958 (work sheet—Exhibit E):^

(a) Sales on account—$1,580.
(b) Merchandise purchases on account—$1,050.
(c) Bond interest expense—$30.
(d) Miscellaneous cash expenses—$350.
(e) Depreciation of equipment—$200.
(f) Amortization of bond discount—$2.
(g) Accounts receivable collected—$1,600.
(h) Paid on accounts payable—$1,000.
(1) Sold marketable securities for $110.
(j) Purchased marketable securities for $150.
(k) Dividend and interest income on permanent

investments—$5.

Paid Federal income tax liability—$110.

Paid bond liability installment—$50.

(n) Paid dividend of $60.

(o) Federal income tax for 1958—$90.

(p) Write-off of goodwill—$59.
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EXHIBIT F
ORTHODOX INCOME STATEMENT

$

The following facts are assumed in conformity

with the new income recognition concept stated in previous

chapters of this dissertation:

1.

on

2.

stocks purchased as a temporary investment during 1958 is

$165.

p. 114.

Sales .....................................
Dividend and interest income .... 
Gain on sale of marketable securities
Total revenue  
Inventory I/I/58  

 Purchases - 1958 ................
Goods available  
Inventory 12/31/58 .... 
Cost of sales  
Bond interest expense. . . . 
Depreciation expense .... 
Amortization of bond disc. . 
Miscellaneous cash expenses. 
Total costs and expenses . . 
Net profit before taxes. . . 
Federal income taxes .... 
Net profit after taxes . . . 
Dividends paid  
Balance to retained earnings

1,412 
$ 183 

^0 
93 
60

$1,580
5

10
$1,595

$ 250 
■ 1,050 
$1,300 

470

December 31, 1958, is $540.
The market value, on December 31, 1958, of

$ 830
30 

200 
2 

350

The market value of the merchandise inventory
4

^Cf. ante

Income Statement 
Year Ended December 31, 1958 

(thousands of dollars)
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3.

Transfers

Transfers from fixed

capital: dividend and interest income on stocks and bonds

held as permanent investment—$5. This capital transfer

account is needed only when the fund approach is used to

measure complementary income.

EXHIBIT G

FUND APPROACH TO MEASUREMENT OF COMPLEMENTARY INCOME

Increase in value of permanent Investment. . . $

to fixed capital: bond interest expense—$30; and, payment 

of $50 reduction in bonds payable.

200
$ 142

10
48

$ 58

Net capital transfers from circulating capital 

to fixed capital during 1958 amounted to $75.

The market value, on December 31, 1958, of 

stocks and bonds held as a permanent investment is $110.

4.

Income Statement 
Year Ended December 31, 1958 

(thousands of dollars)

Complementary income:
Fixed capital increased by:

Decrease in Bonds Payable (net). .
Total increase in fixed capital. .

Fixed capital decreased by:Decrease in book value of equipment 
Net decrease in fixed capital. . . . 
Net transfers to fixed capital . . . 
♦Impairment of invested fixed capital
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The net income approach to the measurement of

in Exhibit G.

EXHIBIT H

$ 10

$ 15

earned in the regular conduct of business before the

business entity can be said to have earned a profit for the

under charges against primary income in the primary income

complementary income, illustrated in Exhibit H, produces 

the same results obtained by the fund approach illustrated

Complementary income:
Earned increment in permanent investment
Dividend and interest income....................

Charges against complementary income: 
Depreciation of equipment  
Bond interest expense....................
Amortization of bond discount. . .
Total charges against complementary 

income.................................
♦Impairment of invested fixed capital

NET INCOME APPROACH TO MEASUREMENT OF 
COMPLEMENTARY INCOME

Income Statement 
Year Ended December 31, 1958 

(thousands of dollars)

232 
$211

$200
30

2

Regardless of which approach is used in the 

measurement of complementary income, the $217 impairment 

of invested fixed capital must be recovered through income

year. This point is illustrated in Exhibit I which in

cludes the caption "Impairment of invested fixed capital"
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section of the income statement.

EXHIBIT I

12'

$

the orthodox statement.

and bonds held as a permanent investment.

This

The $95 increase in reported profits increases the 

Federal income tax liability from $90 to $139-

to the $70 increase in the value of the ending merchandise 

inventory, the $15 increase in the value of marketable 

securities, and the $10 increase in the value of stocks

before taxes is reported on the revised statement than on 

This $95 difference is traceable

Comparing the orthodox income statement with the 

suggested revised statement reveals that $95 more income

Primary income:
Sales revenue (net).....................................................
Gain on sale of marketable securities................Increase in value of marketable securities . .

NET INCOME APPROACH TO MEASUREMENT OF 
PRIMARY INCOME

$1,580
10

___ 15
$1,605

Charges against primary income:
Inventory I/I/58 ....................................... $ 250
Purchases (net)............................  1,050
Goods available for sale.......................$1,300
Inventory 12/31/58 (market)................ 540
Cost of sales....................................  .$760
Miscellaneous cash expenses...................................350
♦Impairment of invested fixed capital. . . . 217 
Total charges against primary income......................1.____

Net income before taxes................................................... $ 278
Federal income taxes..................................................... 139
Net income after federal income taxes....................... $ 139
Dividends paid................................................................. 60
Balance to retained earnings....................................... $ 79
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increase of $49 does not necessarily mean that more taxes

gains were made. This matching of tax consequences with

economic prosperity or depression is considered of primary

importance in leveling out peaks and valleys in economic

cycles.

The Balance Sheet

Form of statement.—The form selected for present

ing balance sheet data is one, presently accepted by many

accountants and businessmen, which has the advantage of

separating working capital items from fixed capital items.

This separation is considered necessary to conform to the

basic types of capital outlined in this study. In addi

tion, the equity accounts are presented as balancing the

This type of presentation

the corporation as an entity separate and distinct from

any creditor interests.

Illustration of revised balance sheet.—Figures

used in the balance sheet presentation, Exhibit J, are a

projection of those figures assumed to illustrate the

income statement in a previous section of this chapter.

would be paid under the suggested income concept but only 

that taxes would be paid in the year in which the economic

net properties of the business.

thus has the added advantage of reflecting the interest of
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EXHIBIT J

BALANCE SHEET BASED UPON CURRENT ECONOMIC VALUES

$1,150

439
•$711

$110

600
$ 710

532

$889

Most of the above presentation is self explanatory.

However, because of the unorthodox treatment of some of the 

brief analysis is made of those items which are

Balance Sheet 
December 31, 1958 

(thousands of dollars)

$300
139

178 
.$882,

$ 980

. . $265 . .180 
. . 165
• • 54o

Fixed capital assets:
Investments .
Equipment $980

Less accumulated deprec. 38°
Total fixed assets  .

Long term obligations:
Bonds payable $550

Less unamortized bond discount , ■ 18
Total fixed capital
Total invested capital 
Capital acquired by:

Capital stock (fully described). . $800
Retained earnings . 180
Total invested capital ............................. .
Less unrealized goodwill ............................

Total capital invested 

items, a

Current assets:
Cash...............................................
Accounts receivable (net). . 
Marketable securities (market 
Merchandise inventory (market 
Total current assets ....

Current liabilities:
Accounts payable 
Federal income taxes payable . .Total current liabilities. . . .

Working capital
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presented in other than a conventional manner.

has been earned.

gains or losses will be calculated and, in effect, matches

the recognized income with the economic conditions of the

period.

Merchandise inventory is reflected at its current

market value. Care must be exercised to insure that the

market price assigned to the inventory is at the supplier

level and does not include any anticipated resale profit.

Investments in stocks and bonds which are intended

the $10 earned but unrealized profit is therefore con-

No deferred charges to expense are listed as such.

The unamortized bond discount is considered a valuation

account and is combined with its related bonds payable

5cf. ante, p. 139•

sidered proper for the same reasons stated for recognizing 

the $15 profit in marketable securities.

It should be noted that the recognition 

of $15 Income in 1958 changes the basis from which future

Marketable securities are presented at their 

market price which is $15 above cost.

as permanent investments are examples of fixed capital 

items which have value in exchange.5 The recognition of

This presentation 

is in conformity with the recognition of income when it
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account.

various asset accounts. In arriving at the amount of

goodwill to be recorded on the books of the business, it

is assumed that goodwill was capitalized on the basis of

In conformity with the income recognition concept

ized income and income which is earned but unrealized. If

a more detailed accounting for retained earnings is con

sidered desirable, two accounts could be used to report re-

^Cf. ante, pp. 13^-135•

tained earnings: one for realized income; and, one for 

earned income which has not been realized.

suggested by this study, retained earnings is shown in the 

balance sheet as a single figure which combines both real-

the balance sheet might lead to the improper assumption 

that the legal obligation of the company is limited to the 

smaller amount.

Goodwill is assumed to represent the excess paid 

for physical properties over the costs assigned to the

Full disclosure of this fact should be made in 

the balance sheet by showing both accounts in the long 

term liability section. Failure to reflect both items in

earnings in excess of a ten percent return on the original 

investment of $800. Under these conditions, $80 of net 

income is considered a normal return and $59 is considered

a realization of anticipated excess earnings and, as such, 

is used to write-off goodwill.



CHAPTER X

SUMMARY

would reflect more informative data in financial reports.

To meet this broadened social implication of business, the

accounting profession, through general acceptance of its

practicing members, developed many new techniques and pro

cedures to augment the principles which had formed the

nucleus of the accounting concepts and doctrines formulated

over a period of several hundreds of years.

In the development of the new techniques and pro

cedures, primary consideration was given to the formulation

of practical expedients to meet the pressing requirements

That these suggested practices did not alwaysof the day.

meet the over-all requirements for informative financial

One factor which appearsreporting is an accepted fact.

to have contributed to this shortcoming is that accountants,

in attempting to formulate solutions to problems, concen

trated their efforts on remedial measures rather than on

159

Shortly after the turn of the present century, the 

phenomenal growth of the corporate business structure with 

its concentration of capital and absentee ownership gave 

impetus to the need for improved accounting practices which
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basic investigations into the nature and causes of the

problems.

this study undertook a basic analysis of income, the

focal point of economic existence. In approaching this

As accountants appear to have limited their theo-

doubt was raised as to whether this information was that

information which was required by the various users of

In an attempt to contribute towards a possible 

solution of some of the problems facing the profession,

published financial data.

The second step in the investigation involved the 

analysis of business capital using basic economic theory

retical investigations of income to the second approach, 

this study used the alternative approach and analyzed in

come from the point of view of the capital yielding it.

■'■Fisher, op. cit., pp. 121-122.

study of Income, it was ascertained that there were two 

ways of looking at income: (1) in relation to the capital 

yielding it, and (2) in relation to the owners receiving 
it.1

The first step in making this analysis was to 

examine existing accounting concepts and doctrines as to 

intent and purpose. Although it was found that the appli

cation of these concepts and doctrines to financial data 

reflected the information they purported to reflect, some
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and statistical methods.

point of view of the average businessman and other users

of published financial data. Five basic conclusions are

drawn from this analysis:

1. Income, for accounting and financial purposes,

must be measured in terms of money.

2. Income is measured by determining the relative

change in the economic position of a business entity be

tween two points in time. To make this measurement, an

Thus, by neces-invariable measuring unit must be used.

sity, any value changes in the measuring unit, the dollar,

must be considered.

Income is considered to accrue to a business3.

4.

A further classification as tocapital or fixed capital.

2Senior, op. cit., p. 58.

This analysis disregarded exist

ing accounting concepts and investigated income from the

capital from which the income is derived.

analysis, all business capital is classified as circulating

business entity.

In measuring income earned through abstinence, 

consideration must be given to the intended use of the

In making this

or through "abstinence.

must be at the disposal of, or under the control of, the

entity when it is earned through active business dealings
"2 Under either condition, income
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exchange. Fixed capital items, however, may have value in

exchange or value in use depending upon managerial intent.

Income earned through abstinence is measurable, for ac

counting purposes, only for items which have value in

exchange.

5. Applying the new income recognition concept,

developed in this dissertation, to the accounting records

of a business entity results in the recognition of income

in the periods when the economic gains were made rather

Thisthan in periods when actual transactions took place.

with the economic gain.

condition is believed advantageous in that business taxes 

would be charged to periods of economic prosperity and not 

deferred to periods which may have no direct association

the intended use of the capital requires each item to be 

designated as having value in exchange or value in use. 

By necessity, all circulating capital items have value in
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